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Another budget
cut proposed
By Joanne Marino and Mary
Tamer
Last night more than 60
UNH students boarded buses
.. heading for a hearing in Concord to show support for a bill
that would prevent a further cut
in the University System
(USNH) biennium budget.
The hearing was held in
response to the NH State House
request, House bill 200, that all
University System (USNH)
departments reduce Gov. Judd
Gregg's suggested biennium
budget by $9.2 million, or an
8 percent reduction.
Gregg's budget proposal for
an 11 percent increase over the
next two years already implied
a reduction of half of the
USNH's original budget. The
original budget submitted asked
for a 22 percent increase over
two years and was considered
"bare bones" by the system's
board of trustees.
Pamela Urban, cochairperson of the students for
the university council (SFU),
testified to the House Appropriations Committee and House
w~ys and Means Committee
that "the impact of House bill
200 would raise just the tuition
bill for a New Hampshire
student to $3,750 a year by fiscal
year 1991."
Urban, speaking on behalf of
the UNH community, added
that the in-state figure of $3,750
did not include room and board
or other costly mandatory fees.
"I can honestly say if the price
tag of education at UNH is
marked up as drastically as
House bill 200 would dictate,
many of my friends at school
today and those prospective
students could not cope with the

financial demands that would
be imposed," she said.
Urban was one in a long line
of speakers trying to dissuade
committee members from passing House bill 200, and to
sponsor House bill 777 instead.
House bill 777 would restore
the funding originally proposed
by Gov. Gregg.
According to bill 200, the
reduction would yield a biennnial appropriation of $105.3
million--$9.2 million less than
the governor's recommendation
and $19.9 million less than the
USNH' s original request.
The devastating impact of
such a reduction to the USNH
have forced trustees to consider
dramatic vertical cuts rather
than continuing to drain the
overall university budgets.
The USNH has outlined several options if this newest
reduction is adopted by the state.
They include:

OPTION ONE:
ELIMINATE USNH UNITS NOT MANDATED BY
STATE LAWS.
• Eliminate USNH School for
Lifelong Learning, and its programs, off ices and personnel
in Portsmouth, Lebanon, Conway, Manchester, Berlin, Littleton, Keene, Nashua, Durham,
Plymouth and Lee.
• Eliminate the University of
New Hampshire at Manchester,
and its programs, personnel and
facilities in downtown Manchester and at Hackett Hill.
• Eliminate all State support
for New Hampshire Public
Television.
5,426 students in educational
BUDGET, page 5

Site of the proposed 600-bed dormitory complex located behind A-lot. (Sharon Donovan!
photo)

Dorm location is finalized
UNH trustees approve dorm site
By R. Scott Nelson
After months of consideration, debate and conflict, site
5, the area north of A-lot and
west of the railroad tracks, was
approved as the location of the
new 600-unit student housing
complex by the USNH ·Board
of Trustees.
The 5-member Ad Hoc Committee on Student Residence
Facilities Planning, the board
of trustees group responsible
for the decision, voted unanimously in favor of the site on
March 15.
According to the agenda from
last week's meeting, construction of the complex is tenatively
scheduled to begin in late August of this year, with occupancy
slated for September of 1990.
Site 5 was the location originally proposed by President
Haaland last September, a choice which caused much anger,
especially among UNH Equestrian Program members, whose
cross country course will be
partially displaced by the dorm
complex.
In response to the opposition,

Haaland formed an Ad Hoc Site
Selection Committee in October,
which submitted the recreational field area behind Snively as
its recommendation on December 15. On February 21,
Haaland once again chose site
5 as the dorm complex location.
Site Selection Committee
member William Condon, chairman of the UNH animal nutritional science department, said
he believes the decision was
made without proper future
planning.
"I think they have made a
mistake that will not be apparent until six or eight years from
now," Condon said.
"They' re going to make this
area residential without longrange planning," Condon added.
"They're going ahead with this
without knowing what they'd
do with displaced programs."
Amy Dickens, a field teacher
involved in the UNH equestrian
program, also feels the decision
lacks foresight.
"I think we're all very disappointed," Dickens said. "It's a
very short-sighted decision on

the part Qf the. trustees."
Victor Azzi, director of campus planning, said he is pleased
with the choice of site 5 because
he feels it is the best all-around
location for the housing complex.
"I think it is the right site,"
Azzi said, "because it will satisfy
the needs of students, the needs
of the people using the equestrian course, and the needs of
the town."
Azzi said the equestrian crosscoun try course will be able to
be re-routed around the site, and
the site location will preserve
the buffer between the university and the town of Durham.
Now that the site selection
has been made final, the university can proceed with plans
for the dorm complex itself.
Azzi said the design stage for
the complex, which must be
completed before construction
can begin, will probably last
about six months.
The student housing, Azzi
said, will likely consist of a
cluster of buildings, instead of
one large building.

Yup, ol,' Bob is new ed.

A cosmetic escapee, this easta' bunny hopes to enjoy Sunday.
(Mike Parnham photo)

By Joanne Marino
-A funny guy will take over the
position of Editor-in-Chief for
The New Hampshire. Starting
as the cartoonist of Jumpin' Jake
his freshman year, Robert Durling hasn't lost his sense of
humor working at the paper-and he'll probably need it.
For the position, Durling will
be ultimately responsible for
content, production and business operations of the paper.
He will be managing a staff of
almost 100 and a bu lget of
$127,465, often requirir ~ nearly
60 hours per week of r s time.
Durling has held several
positions at The New Hampshire since tickling funny bones
with the Jumpin' Jakestrip. His
accomplishments include Managing Edi.tor for a year and a
half, a 'brief' stint as News-in-

Brief editor, a semester as
Forum editor and "proud cofounder of LAPHOS."
Durling said he considers the
Ediror-in-Chief position a "paladin in the fight against evil."
"There are still a lot of little
things I have to get to know,"
Durling said. "As far as actual
product, I'm not too worried."
According to Durling no one
really knows what a managing
editor's job entails.
As managing editor, Durling
is used to all-nighters on production nights, handling nearly
half of the paper's layout. He
said it is rewarding "just seeing
a good page 3."
Over the next month, Durling
will be busy selecting a staff for
the paper's 1989-90 publication.
They will take over production
on May 1.

Editor-in-Chief elect Robert
Durling (Mike Parnham photo)
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UN H's favorite MU B rat leav es for a new hom e

By Sarah Minnoch

He is the ultimate MUB rat.
He is the Memorial Union
Building. He is Stanley F. Copeland, the Facilities Manager of
the MUB who wil be "very, very
missed," according to his employees and friends.
Stan is leaving the university
March 30 for a new job at the
University of Texas in Arlington, where he will be the Games
Area Superviso r in the E.H.
Hereford University Center.
He is a celebrity at UNH,
someone who is easily recognizable, and according to many
of his associates, someone who
is always there when needed.
He has a smooth, dark complexion with wire framed bifocals sitting on his nose. His
black wavy hair has sprinkles
of silver traced through it. And
he wears an oxford shirt with
a signature hi-come-ta lk-to-me
navy blue Mister Rogers cardigan on. His friendly eyes have
a twinkle of fun in them as he
says, "I like to kid around a lot."
Stan, who is originally from
Harvey, Illinois, came to UNH
ten years ago as manager of the
games room in th~ MUB. In
1984, he became Facilities Manager and is considered by Jeff
Onore, Director of the MUB,
as "the most dedicated university employee I know."
"He's a very hard worker and
_he's verr f_air," says EJlen Urm_-_

son, Production Staff Supervisor
of the MUB.
Stan only seemed to have one
problem at UNH. He had been
a Master Sergeant in the Air
Force, doing air refueling for
25 years. Stationed at Pease, he
decided to retire because "the
time was right." His vision was
starting to get a little blurred
and glasses were a hindrance
on the job. And he says, like a
baseball or football player, "You
should know when you should
gee out."
Now you're probably wondering why chis created a problem
for Stan at UNH. Well, it seems
that he had been used co a
uniform system of getting
things done when in the military, which only makes sense.
Then he got to UNH and
wondered why the jobs he would
delegate to the student workers
were not getting done. Stan,
with his genteel dispositio n,
figured chat the frustratin g
situation just wasn't right for
him at that point and decided
to quit after less than a year. He
went to the Portsmout h Na val
Shipyard and worked in the
games room there for a couple
of months.
But they didn't let him use
his ideas of renovatio ns and
additions there, saying there
wasn't any need for such things.
So Scan changed his mind and
decided to come back to UNH
- -··•
- .-

for his job in the games room.
Fortunately, the position had
reopened when he came and
talked to Don Harley, the
former Business Manager of the
MUB and current Treasurer of
the Student Activity Organization, who re-hired him.
Harley speaks very fondly of
Stan, calling him both a "gentleman" and a "gentle man."
He also describes him as "the
most humble man I've ever
known in all my life," someone
with "deeply ingrained values
who does everything with excellence."
After doing some calculating,
Harley estimates that Stan has
saved more than $10,000 a year
for the MUB in labor costs since
he replaced custodial help with
students as the producton staff.
He has also extended the life
of the bowling lanes by probably
ten years with the renovation s
he has done, being "somewha t
of an expert on bowling alley
finish," says Harley.
"He's done a number of
remarkable things here."
Stan still remembers his Air
Force days as times of real
accomplishments. He breaks out
some pictures, a couple of them
showing his "Wee Down Day"
when his buddies soaked him
with water, symbolizing a completion of 100 missions stretchStan Copeland will be missed around the MUB. (Ashley Logan
STAN, page 10
photo)
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Black man clear ed
of resist ing arres t

Marijuana linked to
stunt ed fetus growt h

Drun k drive rs can
charg e progr am

On Wednesday in Long Beach, California a judge
dismissed a charge of resisting arrest against a black
man who said he was roughed up by a white police
officer in a confrontati on that was secretly recorded
on videotape. Don Jackson, a police sergeant and
civil rights activist who was accompan ied by a
television crew when he was stopped for a traffic
violation in Long Beach on Jan. 14, had been
scheduled to stand trial Wednesday. But prosecutors
asked a municipal court judge to dismiss the charge
after reviewing testimony given by Jackson and
the police officer, Mark Dickey, before a state senate
committe e earlier this month.Jac kson, 30, was
followed by an NBC camera crew as part of what
he called a "sting" operation to validate reports
of racism and brutality by Long Beach police officers.

Women who smoke marijuana during pregnancy
may stunt the growth of their fetuses, producing
babies who are smaller than normal, a study shows.
The research found that mothers who smoked
pot while pregnant produced babies who averaged
three ounces lighter and two-tenth s of an inch
shorter than non-users' newborns.
Although their study does not definitely prove
that marijuana slows growth in the womb, the
researchers said that pot smoking is common during
pregnancy , and women should be cautioned about
the link.
"It definitely supports the case that marijuana
has an effect on the fetus," said Corly Jones, a research
psychologist at the National Institute on Drug Abuse
in Bethesda, Md.
·

People sent to New Hampshire 's new weeklong
"intense interventio n" program for repeat drunkendriving convictions will be able to charge the $550
cost on VISA or MasterCard. Gov. Judd Gregg said
letting people charge it makes sense because the
state has had trouble collecting fines and penalties
in the past. Gregg and Executive Council approved
the charge-it plan at their meeting Wednesda y.
People with two or more drunken-d riving convictions used to face seven-day jail sentences. Beginning
chis month, the penalty will change to three days
in jail, followed by a week at the interventio n center,
which will be at the Laconia State School for the
retarded in Laconia. The first session is set to start
March 31 with about 17 clients.

Frate rnitie s defy
evicti on order
Pronu clear activi sts
urge Greg g .supp ort
A pronuclea r group financed by the owners of
the Seabrook nuclear power plant launched a letterwriting campaign Wednesda y to try to dissuade
Gov. Judd Gregg from fighting low-power testing
at the reactor. The Coalition for Reliable Energy
is urging plant proponen ts to write to Gregg to
show their opposition to the state's new postion.
"He needs to know chat a majority of the people
of New Hampshire strongly support the commercial
operation of Seabrook Station as quickly as possible,"
said the coalition's president, Elizabeth Mudge.
Earlier chis mooch, Gregg bucked 15 years of New
Hampshir e public policy and abruptly announced
that the state will seek to block low-power testing
at the coastal reactor. He cited the weak financial
condition of the plant's principal owner, Public
Service Company of New Hampshire . Public Service
Co. filed for federal bankruptcy protection on Jan.
28, 1988, becoming the first publicly owned utility
to do so since The Depression .

Rapis t accus es father
of victim as attac ker
In Little Rock, Arkansas, a man whose daughter
was raped in 1984 was named by a convicted rapist
in an appeals court brief as one of two attackers
who castrated him as he awaited trial.
The father, Walter "Stevie" Stevens, said
Wednesday the accusation was "totally ridiculous."
On March 7, 1985, before Wayne Dumond's trial,
two masked men entered his home, bound him and
then castrated him. The men never have been caught.
Dumond identified Stevens, the former Sc. Francis
County coroner, after seeing him in a television
interview in January, the brief said. During the
interview, Stevens denied involveme nt in the
castration.
Dumond had previously identified Forrest City
police officer Stacy Dye as one of the assailants
after seeing Dye during a May 1988 hearing at
Forrest City. Dye also has denied the allegations.

Members of two fraternitie s have violated an
order to vacate their houses on the University of
Maine campus as a punishmen t for hazing and other
violations.
About 21 members of Delta Upsilon fraternity
plan to remain in their house until the end of the
spring semester, said William Fraser, the fraternity's
alumni association president.
The association , concerned that the building's
condition and the academic well-being of members
would suffer if the house is closed, has voted twice
to keep it open.
University President Dale Lick last month ordered
the Delta Upsilon house vacated as of March 19
because of a hazing incident that cook place lace
last year. Lick's order would allow the fraternity
to return in September 1990.
Lick also ordered Beta Theta Pi fraternity closed
as of March 19 because of hazing. A campus judicial
board investigati on also revealed instances of theft
and illegal possession of alcoholic beverages by
fraternity members. Nearly 30 members of Beta
Theta Pi remained in their house Tuesday and it
was unclear whether they intended co continue living
there.
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Candidat e for SBP,
SBVP announce d
'3y Jay Kumar
It's that time of year again.
Spring break is over, the weather is starting to warm up, so
naturally people begin to think
of one thing: The 1989 Student
Body Presidential election. Actually, only a few people are
thinking of that.
Just before break, George
Yfantopulos and Kelly Jenkins,
became the first ticket to officially announce their candidacy
for SBP and SBVP.
Yfantopulos is currently the
chairperson of the Student
. Activity Fee Council (SAFC),
a member of the MUB Board
of Governors, president of
Sigma Nu fraternity and a
representative of the InterFraternity Council (IFC). Jenkins is a Student Senator, vice
president of Delta Zeta sorority
and a member of the Freshman
Camp executive committee.
"We want to bring back the
power and strength to student
government that once existed,"
said Yfantopulos.
He stressed the need for more
student involvement in universi cy affairs. "Student Senate is
supposed to be the link between
the students and the administration, and that communication
hasn't been there."
Yfantopulos said the administration has to make more of
an effort to inform and communicate with students.
··1 think that weekly meetings
with the administration are
essential, but so is having the
administration come to Senate
more ... We're paying their
salaries, so we should have a lot
more say than we do. I know
administrators are willing to
work with students."
"The Student Body President
and Student Body Vice President's role is to be the active
voice as to what the students
want," said Jenkins.
"Our top priority right now
is the budget," said Yfantopulos.
He said the proposed 25 percent
increase for in-state tuition is
"ridiculous. The state legislation
doesn't realize the significance
of this rate increase, or understand the importance of our
education."
He added, "Students weren't
consulted until after the fact,
when it was too late. _Fe~

going to demand student representation."
Jenkins said students need to
"take a more active role in
protecting what's theirs."
Another priority for the ticket
is to get a full-time student
trustee on the U niversicy System of New Hampshire's Board
of Trustees. Currently, the
position switches between the
three USNH schools (UNH,
Plymouth State College, Keene
State College).
"Seventy percent of the system's budget is UNH, yet we're
only represented once every
three years," said Yfantopulos.
On President Gordon Haaland's controversial decision to
locate a new housing site west
of A lot, Jenkins said, "George
and I support the decision on
the dorm site. However, we
disagree with the decision process chat was used .." She said
students should have more of
a say in future decisions.
Concerning the lack of parking on campus, Yfantopulos
said, "We should expand the
shuttle routes. A parking lot is
not viable now because of lack
of money, but it's a future goal
that we feel should be explored."
On the Greek system, Yfantopulos said, "The Greek system
is one of the strongest organizations on campus. In the past,
people have tried to represent
the Greek system from the
outside. We've been involved
within the Greek system for a
few years, so we know and
understand the problems that
exist.
"(Greek Coordinator) Mike
Sciola has been effective because
he's been the liason between the
administration and the Greek
system. The Greek system
needed a kick in the butt and
I chink it now has a direction
where it can survive on its own,"
he said.
Referring to the vacated
Memorial Union Building basement space, Yfantopulos said,
"I hope we get the basement in
the fall and begin renovations.
With the added basement space,
the commuters can be better
represented, with an expanded
Commuter Transfer Center,
more study space and more
CANDIDATE, page 17

SBP candidate George Yfantopulos and VP candidate Kelly
Jenkins (Sharon Donovan photo)

Students gain council position
By Karen Hamilton
Soon UNH students will play
a larger role in Durham policies
than they ever ha:ve before.
This Monday, the Durham
Town Council accepted a bill
from the Student Senate to
establish the position of Student
Adjunct Member as part of the
town council.
The student chosen will serve
as a non-voting ex-officio
member of the Durham town
council in addition to the current
nine members.
Even though the student does
not have voting power, according to Student Body Vice Pres-

idem Mike Rose, it is a step in
the right direction.
"The student is privy to
everything. When the council
goes into closed door hearings,
the -student will be there," Rose
said.
The Student Adjunct · will
voice concerns over ordinances
and referenda affecting stu-.
dents, as well as working on
issues affecting the town as a
whole.
"We are looking for someone
who will mesh in the town
council, not a lobbyist,'' Rose
said.
The student will be chosen

for the position by a committee
established by the student senate. The ideal group proposed
to appoint the student will
consist of a lease four students,
one town council member and
Dean of Student Affairs J. Gregg
Sandborn.
According to Shirley Thompson, a three-year Durham town
council member, the council
decided it will be more appropriate if there were no town
council member on the committee and the students made the
appointment ~hemselves.
COUNCIL, page 5

Penc ii, pen, book and broom
By Michelle Keyworth
Trash and dust have been
accumulating in faculty offices
these days. Soon it may not be
an unfamiliar scene to see
professors, brooms in hand,
sweeping out their own offices.
No, there isn't a housekeeping strike. Recent major cuts
to the university budget, and
a hiring freeze, have hie housekeeping services hard. With less
money and fewer employees,
the director of housekeeping
services, Guy Eaton, has had to
set some priorities.
"My personal belief is chat
the students are why we're
here," Eaton said. He said that
classrooms and public areas will
be kept most presentable. Ocher
priorities are bathrooms, laboratories, and corridors.
"Our department's concern
has been for the welfare of the
students," said Eaton.
Housekeeping services is a
branch of Facilities Services,
which also includes architect
and transportation services, and
maintenance.
Eaton said that Facilities
Services has been forced to turn
back an amount over $700,000
.to the university. Of that
amount, $46,000 has come from
the housekeeping services sup.port fund, which pays·for supplies, equipment and wages.
In addition, housekeeping has
lost over 10 percent of its usual
staff due to the hiring freeze.
Thirteen available positions
cannot be filled. To Eaton, this
means "a loss of 13 people
needed to do the work right."
In a March 2 memo sent by
housekeeping services to all
building occupants, Eaton announced that housekeepers
would no longer be responsible
for the removal of trash or the
sweeping of floors in office
space.
Area 1 housekeeping supervisor Jean Mitchell explained

Housekeeping services are starting to be a rare sight. (Mjke
Parnham photo)
that this was a carefully consi- problem. Mitchell explained
dered decision intended to make that the time it takes to remove
sure that there would be plenty the trash will deduct from the
of housekeepers available to time needed to clean classrooms.
"Now that they have to take
maintain priority areas.
"We are keeping public areas trash out, the classrooms won't
clean," said Mitchell. "We've be as clean," said Mitchell.
She doesn't feel this is fair
been maintaining service in
dorms. The students are our because people "deserve clean
classrooms," students and propriority."
However, in a new develop- fessors alike.
Both Eaton and Mitchell
ment, a March 21 memo issued
by Executive Vice President Gus expressed that morale among
Kinnear said that money was housekeepers has been low.
"The housekeeping departleft over from the snow removal
budget. Some of the money has . ment has so much pride in what
been transferred to housekeep- they do," said Mitchell. "They
ing to restore as much service are a service organization. They
as possible. This includes the feel it's their job to clean
removal of crash from private offices."
Eaton said that it has been
office space twice a week.
Although this move may
BROOM, page 5
pacify some, it creates __another
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How do you feel about taking out your
trash due to the recent budget cuts?

n1 don't find it a great problem
to take out my own trash. I feel
some of the reactions to this new
rule have been inappropriate.
I feel this is a minor inconvenience that we have to experience
in order to maintain the quality
of programs offered."

ffln terms of taking out my
trash, it is what I have to do at
home, yet everyone liked the
service. The cuts had to be made
from someplace, basically it has
not effected me."

Prof. Richard Johnson

fflf the worst I have to do is
empty my trash I do not mind.
I would he concerned if salaries
or research funds were cut. I
have only emptied my trash once
since the cuts."

Prof. Peter Schmidt

ffPersona/ly I do not mind it,
infact I was taking out my trash
before the cuts. On the other
hand I do not see it as a way
to resolve the budget crisis. It
seems to he an artifical way of
resolving a crisis that needs more
than superficial attention."

German Dept.

Prof. Micheal Lee

Ancient History Dept.

Chemistry Dept.

Prof. Gregory McMahon

English Dept.

SELF IMPROVEMENT
Time management ... #15
Self-assertiveness ... #402
Standing up for yourself...#10
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Learning to accept yourself...#44
Becoming independent from parents ... #478
The value and use of self-talk. .. #36
What is coupseling and how do I use it? ... #61

SEXUALITY
Female sex roles ... #39
Female homosexuality ... #20
Female orgasm problems ... #22
Male sex roles ... #40
Male homosexuality ... #21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality ... #24
ANGER
Dealing with anger ... #8
Fighting constructively... #5
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feleings ... #6
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #7

STRESS AND ANXIETY
Coping with stress ... #38
Coping with Anxiety ... #30
Understanding grief...#85
Death and dying ... #84
How to handle fears ... #33
Conflict and meditation ... #312
Relaxation exercises ... #3 7

. HEALTH RELATED ISSUES
I've been raped, what do I do? ... #315
Aquaintance rape ... #319
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia... #215
Dealing with an alcoholic parent...#479
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160
Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161
Herpes- symptoms and diagnosis ... #209
AIDS- reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS- symptoms and diagnosis ... #218

FRIENDSHIP AND DATING
, friendship building ... #!
Helping a friend ... #90
· Dating skills ... #18
Infatuation or love? ... #70
Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71
Types of intimacy ... #3
physical imimacy ... #4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83
DEPRESSION
What is depression? ... #4 3 I
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492

-

Dial 862-3554 any night from 3:00-12 am and select the tape you wish to hear. The
tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape is over, a ·coolAid member will come back on the line! The tapeline is a service provided by CoolAid in conjunction with the Counseling and Testing Center. Cool-Aid is a student run,
student funded organization.
our hotline number is 862-2293
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BUDGET
(continued from page 1)
programs across the State would
be affected; 200 permanent
personnel and numerous temporary staff would be discharged; instructional television
programming serving 54,292
New Hampshire school children and ·quality TV programming reaching 504,000 households would be affected.

OPTION TWO:
RAISE IN-ST A TE TUITION RATES 20 TO 27 PERCENT IN EACH OF THE
NEXT TWO YEARS.
•UNH's New Hampshire
student tuition charges--already
fourth highest among public
universities in the nation-would increase by $1,380 by fall
1990 to become the highest
among land-grant universities
in the U.S.
• New Hampshire student
tuition at Keene and Plymouth
State Colleges--now 5th highest
among public four-year colleges
in the U.S.--would increase by
$850 by Fall 1990.

OPTION THREE:
DELETE ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS AND REDUCE
STUDENT SERVICES.
• Close three to four major

COUNCIL
student) will be receptive to us,"
Thompson said.
Thompson also added she is
looking forward to working
with the student and thinks it
will be very helpful. Thompson
said, not only is th~ position
advantageous to the university
and the students, but also the
town.
"We may be overlooking
something on an issue, such as
housing or the library, and a
student could give input,"
Thompson said.
Thompson said it is a very
important position that will be
time consuming and should not
be taken lightly.
Although there is now a
student position on the town
couqcil, students can still run
for the other positions on the
council.
Thompson said because there
are more students than_ re·si~
dents, if students got organized,
... ;rie students could possibly fill

1:
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academic departments or pro- cent cut atter a new report on
grams at each USNH Institu- the state's economical forecast
tion.
revealed a worse financial si• Close/ cutail other academic tuation than they previously
p r o g -r a m s a n d co u rs es - - thought.
including the UNH Nashua
According to Haaland, the
Gtaduate Center and Cooper- · calendar year of 1989 is seeing
ative Extension Service pro- the full effect of changes made
grams.
with tax laws in 1986, especially
•Close/curtail career plan- with the business profit tax. He
ning/placement, adult and said NH's tax policy does not
commuter student centers, aca- reflect the growth of state.
demic advising and skills de"In reality, the state is prosvelopment center, etc.
perous," Haaland·said.
• Eliminate/reduce intercolHe said the state has one of
legiate sports programs at all the lowest national unemployinstitutions.
ment rates and is 8th in per
capita income. He suggested
Haaland said none of these they look at ways to raise
are "reasonable alternatives," revenue such as taxes and surbut if bill 200 is adopted "we charges.
are prepared to do one or
"We were willing to go with
another of the scenarios."
the ( original) cut because we
"We will not just go into each knew the climate the state was
budget and take 8 percent, and in at the time," Haaland said,
go on as if it was business as adding the board "can't tolerate
usual," Haaland said. "We can't a further attrition of spending
·c ontinue to absorb these kinds • power."
of things."
"To our legislators," Urban
Haaland said the target was said, "Wf; appeal to weigh
still for the governor's budget heavily the options for the
and that tuition could not be set future of New Hampshire.
until the state is through with Affordable education and UNH
it.
can be the cornerstone of. a
The Ways and Means Com- bright future for our state."
mittee implemented the 8 per-

(continued from page 3)
According to Rose, the reasons for having an appointment
rather than a general election
were potential loss of valuable
time and the assurance of choosing a qualified candidate.
"We want to get some@ne
who knows as much about ( the
council) as possible." Rose said.
Appointing the position will
allow the student adjunct
member to begin April 1 rather
than in late April.
"Two weeks makes a difference," Rose said.
. The student adjunct member
will have more legislative power
than the Town Gown Committee, which is an informal group
that meets to discuss mutual
interest problems with the
university and the community.
According to Thompson, the
town council was very accommodating to the addition of a
student member.
·
"(The Council) is very receptive to the idea. And I hooe ( the
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the elected positions to the
council.
Although Thompson doesn't
forsee it happening, she said
the council is fully aware of its
possibility.
The student town represen·tative will receive four credits
per semester under the supervision of a faculty advisor. In
addition to reporting to a faculty
advisor, the student will be
responsible for writing an article in The New Hampshire
on a monthly basis informing
students of town council issues
pertinent to students.
The town representative will
also receive a stipend of $500
to remain in Durham over the
summer.
The deadline for applications
has been extended to next
Friday. To qualify for the position a student must be a
resident of Durham, of voting
age, and a UNH undergraduate .

Spring lets students wallow on the lawn again. (Sharon Donovan photo)

POLITICAL ECbNOMY SERIES-Rick Mitchell (UNH,
Economics), "An Institutional Perspective on Nuclear Power."
Room 206, McConnell, noon to 2 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATER- Annual Concert. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 25
UNH DANCE THEATER- Annual Concert. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 26
MUSO FILM-"West Side Story." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING- Learn dances from
around the world. Teaching and request dancing: beginners
welcome; no partner necessary. Room 104, New Hampshire
Hall, 7:30-10 p.m., free.

MONDAY, MARCH 27
SPANISH FILM SERIES Murkland, 4 p.m., $1.

"Hour of the Star." Room 110,

TUESDAY, MARCH 28
MUB PLANT SALE - Plants by Flora Ventures, Inc. of
Newmarket. Strafford Room, MUB, 10 a.m. co 5 p.m.'
·:
GERMAN FILM SERIES 6:45 p.m.

"Mephfsto." Room 4, Horton,

MATHEMATICS CAREER NIGHT - Panelists from Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company, Sander Corportation, Mitre
Coporation, State Mutual Assurance CompanY., and Oyster ·
River High School will discuss their Jobs and career
opportuniues in data processing, the actuanal field, teaching,
statistics, and systems analysis. Room 1925, -Elliot Alumni .
Center, 7 p.m.
.
SLIDE PRESENTATION - Ash Eames, from the NH Central
American Network will talk about his recent trip to El Salvador
and why we keep seeing this country in the news. Room 127,
Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
FILM - "Heaven," about various conceptions of heaven.
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m. Admission is$

.so

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR
FvilMS & DEADLINES.

BROOM
(continued
frustrating for housekeepers,
but "they're only doing what
they've been told."
However, morale in the
dorms has been a little better,
according to Mitchell. Those
housekeepers are getting the
help "that the students des.e rve."
Since the decision to remove
trash from offices twice a week,
Mitchell reported that she received several calls from some
buildings whose occupants are
still willing to take out their own
trash to alleviate the heavy
workload of their housekeepers.
Eaton said that some faculty
resented having to empty their
own trash, and felt it was not
their responsibility. Others have
been supportive.
"We just hope everybody can
help us," he stressed.
Eaton explained the changes
in housekeeping services by
saying that since money had
already been committed to other
areas such as academics and
professor salaries, "it fell upon
other areas to come up with the
money."
Housekeeping services is one
area where the effects of the
budget cuts are actuaily visible
and affect the daily routine of
the university community, said
Eaton.
Reactions to the change in
services has been mixed.
Dee Ann Dickson, a secretary
in the political science office,
said that several professors had
complained about their trash
not being removed. "And we
have to sweep our off ices ourselves," said Dickson.

from page 3)
Dickson said that Horton
usually has three housekeepers,
but "they got rid of one."
Paul Donovan, a professor.
of English, explained the budget•
problems in his own words.'
"We've got $9 and we've got to
buy $10 worth of stuff."
He felt that professors have
time to em pry their trash once ,
in a while. He said "Those who ·
complain are perhaps a little
full ·of themselves." But, he said,·
'.'s~ee~~ng the floor is another;
thmg ...
Another English professor;
Kevin Donovan, said that having their trash emptied twice
a week isn't bad, but he said, 'Td
rathe~, the floor be swept more
often.
The hiring freeze will be in
effect until July 1. Until then;
said Eaton, "we're all being·
asked to do our part."
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ACADEMIC

GAME DINNER: Have you ever tasted moose,
wild boar or venison? Try these and more at the
Wildlife Society's Annual Game Dinner, Saturday,
April 1, Alumni Center, 6:30 p.m. Vegetarian
alternates will be available. Tickets ($7.50) are
on sale in Room 3 Pettee Hall.

DEADLINE FOR SUMMER UNDERGR ADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: Application s
must be submitted to UROP, Hood House 209,
by ..friday, March 31.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

WOMEN'S COMMISS ION: Looking for an enthusiastic graduate student woman to serve a 2
year membership term. The Women's Commission
serves ~s an advisory and programmin g committee
for women's issues on campus. Meetings are twice
monthly and members should expect at 10 hour
per month time committme nt. Please call #1058
for more information.

2nd ANNUAL BENCH PRESS "REP OUT":
Sponsored by Rec Sports. To raise money for
renovations and improvements in rec weight rooms.
Monday, March 27 to Friday March 31 during all
open recreation weight room hours and Thursday,
March 30 Merrimack Room, MUB, 7 to 9 p.m. $11
per lift attempt.

SUMMER HOUSING: The Department of Housing and Conference s offers residence hall and
apartment style housing during the summer for
programs sponsored by u!liversicy department s
and organizatio ns. Contact Valerie Randall-Le e
at 2120 or Michael Saputo at 1779. You may contact
the Conference Office at 1922 to enlist their services
in arranging for the marketing, registration , and
dining arrangemen ts of your program. Programs
still wishing to make arrangemen ts for this coming
summer should contact the above individuals as
soon as possible.

GENERAL
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., call 862-2742 for an appointmen t.
WRITERS WORKSHO P: For anyone interested
in workshopping their writing - Fiction, non-fiction,
poetry. Fridays, Non-Tradit ional Student Center,
1:30-3 pm.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 pm.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 p.m.

MEETINGS

STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS:
Meets every Wednesday, in room 126, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m. Help plan fun and worthwhile events
atUNH.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA TION WEEKLY MEETING: Tuesdays, Room 212, HamiltonSmith, 12:40 p.m.
·

STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION SHOW: The Art
Show is coming! April 24-28 in the Granite State
Room of the MUB. For information, contact Student
Art Association , Room 126, MUB. Submission s:
Friday, April 21, Hillsborou gh/Sullivan Room,
MUB, 8 am to noon.

4-H CLUB MONTHLY MEETING: Updates on
club activitees such as Little Royal, LSA Volleyball
game, sheep clinic. Anyone invitedto join. Do not
need to have been a prtor 4-H club member.
Saturday, March 25, Room 42, Hamilton-S mith,
8:30 p.m.

SUBMIT INFORMA TION TO THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT ACTIVITE S IN THE MUB.
CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS & DEADLINES.

STUDENT &YOUTH
AIRF ARES

SPRI NG/
SUM MER
RATES
BOOK THEM NOW!

ROUND TR.I PS
FROM BOSTON
PARIS
lrom $470
RIO
lrom $760
FRANKFURT
lrom $470
HONG KONG
from $799
SYDNEY
lrom $1170
TOKYO
lrom $758
SAN JUAN
lrom $245
FROM NEW YORK
LONDON
lrom $380
MADRID
lrom $470
OSLO
lrom $410
•
•
•
•

FARES FROM MOST U S. CITIES
DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
• TOURS-USSR . CHINA. EUROPE
• CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET
THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

i 266-6014 i 576·4623
~,"J~J
MA 0211&
~Am:;:ie STA TRAVEL
273 Newbury St. 1208 Mawchusen~
Boston
Ave .. #5

~I~

•

•
•
■

Several holes were found in
the ground floor walls and fire
extinguish ers had been set off.
Two sets of emergency lights
by the fire exits were damaged
and a small black fish, named
Gumby, is missing.
Police say there were no signs
of forced entry.

>

ALCOHOL ICS ANONYM OUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.

BREAK: Discussion group for students who are
separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime between 12:30 and 2 p.m. on Wednesdays
at the Non-Tradit ional Student Center, Bring a
bag lunch.

••
••

13.

OVEREAT ERS ANONYMO US: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.

LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Discuss common
issues, experience s and problems in a friendly,
confidential atmosphere. Tuesdays, Resource Room,
Health Services, 8:30 pm.

.E.

V:

!,

John Davis reported to Durham
Police on Ma.rch 20 that the
fraternity had been vandalized
sometime between March 10-

HEALTH

TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, noon
to 2 pm $1 per slice and some of the best company
around.

•
•
••

Robberies over spring break
resulted in vandalism and the
loss of pets at both the Alpha
Gamma Rho and Tau Kappa
Eplsilon fraternities .
According to a police spokesman, Eric Wasson of AGR
reported his four foot boa
constricto r missing on March
15. Wasson reported the worth
of the snake at $450. Police are
uncertain as to how entrance
was gained to Wasson's room, ·
but the case is under investigation.

-'

SPINELL I COMPAN IES CINEMAS
.

.

111-2-3

Tau ·Kappa Epsilon fraternity was the victim of a th~ft over
break.
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SAT & SUN MAT. 12:45, 2:30

--

''Land Before Time''
G

EVES 6:40, 8:50
MAT SAT & SUN 4:15

"A~1~"
PG

EVES 6:55, 9:05
MAT SAT & SUN 1 :00, 3:00,
4:50

''Thr ee Fugi tives ''
PG

EVES 7:05 & 9:15
MATS SAT & SUN 1:10, 3:10,
5:00

"Police Academy 6"
PG

-

--

- -~

- -- -

RNs GNs LPNs GPNs

OPPORTUNITIES ARE OPEN!

Nursing professionals. We offer you the opportunities! The opportunity
to work in a professional practice environment geared to the health
care needs of Seacoast New Hampshire. The chance to enhance
your career goals and challenge yourself by working with a supportive,
dedicated health care team. The ability to excel and move up within
the organization.
More opportunities await. Why not find out about them at our Open
House Events taking place in April? We will have informal chats and
formal interviews. Come tour the Seacoast's largest hospital and area's
only state designated, level II trauma center. Sample our free brunch
and visit with staff nurses from various departments.
Graduating Nurses. We offer the only three month Graduate Nurse
Internship Program in the Se~oast area. Take note of a special brunch
presentation "Transition 1;'6m GN to RN".
·
Your opportunities are open at Wentworth - Douglass Hospital. Come
to the Open House and find out which opportunities are right for you!
For directions or more information, call Mark Felici, at 1 -800-543 -7865,
extension 185.

OPEN HOUS E
Saturday, April 1 - 10am to 4pm
Sunday, April 9 - 12 noon to 4pm

WliNn.T Jall I H-DOUG LASS HOSPIT AL
789 Central Avenue
Dover, NH 03820
1-800-5 43-786 5 Ext. 185

G

We are an equal opportunity employer
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UNH police seek victims' trust
By Erin Sullivan _

SHARPP Coordinator Eve Goodmon (Elizabeth Moulton
pho~o)

Students cope with
assault silently
By Elyse Decker
there are many events at
UNH that have little or no
attendance. The reasons could
be apathy, disinterest, or too
many events and not enough
time.
But, the reasons that nobody
showed up for the support
group of survivors of sexual
assault were neither apathy,
disinterest, nor a shortage of
time. According to Nili Nimrod,
a student volunteer for the
Sexual Harrassment and Rape
Prevention Program
(SHARPP), it was not because
there are no rape victims at
UNH.
One reason, as explained by
Lisa Deussault, another
SHARPP volunteer, could have
been an inadequate amount of
publicity. The group was advertised in The New Hampshire
and flyers were distributed
among dorms and dining halls.
In addition, the 25-30
SHARPP volunteers suggested
that the victims they counsel
attend the meetings. But, Nimrod was quick to note that the
victims make their own decisions as to whether or not to
attend the group. The volunteers only give support to the
victim; they do not tell the
victim what to do.
Nimrod agreed that more
publicity could be the key to
getting some interest stirred
up. But, publicity was not the
only reason the meeting was
poorly attended.
Although the group intended
to keep the identity of its
members strictly confidential,
Nimrod suggested that perhaps
the victims were still frightened
of having someone find out
about what has happened to
them. She explained that they
may be afraid of other members
talking about them outside of
the meeting . Victims of rape
are also usually very· hes it ant
to be identified in a g roup
setting.
Ano the r SH AR P vo lunteer,
Lisa Deussault, added that some
rape victims feel they've already
dealt wi th their pro blem, and
they don't need to attend a a
support group.
Nimrod explains that the
group is similar to Alcoholics

Anonymous meetings. They
help the victim deal with the
anger and pain of rape. The
more the incident is spoken
about with people who have had
the same experience, the easier
it becomes to accept it. The pain
isn't completely erased and the
meetings are no miracle cure,
but being able to relate to
someone who has gone through
the same ordeal helps immensely.
Women usually believe that
they could have stopped the
rape; that somehow they are to
blame. But a pamphlet put out
by SHARPP emphasizes that
the person ·who committed the
assault is responsible.
Sexual intercourse without
consent is rape. Nimrod hopes
the support group will reassure
victims that what has happened
to them does not mean they are
responsible for it.
The failure of the first attempt to get a support group
started on campus is unfortunate because, according to Lisa
Deussault, it is " essential for
survivors to know that there is
a support network for them and
there are other people who
share their experiences."
A male SHARPP volunteer,
Shawn Donovan, added that the
group is a necessary haven
where people can just go to talk
to others who understand their
feelings.
The idea for the organization
of a support group on campus
was a result of the waiting lists
to get into similar groups in
Portsmouth and other surrounding areas.
Nimrod explains that it
seemed like there was a need
for a campus based group because most incidents that occur
on college campuses are acquaintance rapes. A group centered on those types of victims
wo11ld give the members a little
more in common.
The idea for thi s support
group has not been eliminated.
Although the group won't meet
again in the near future, N imrod
doesn't think the idea should
be abandoned because nobody
attended the first time. Nimrod
plans to attract more attention

SHARPP, page 8

Rape is one of the most
serious, frightening and outrageous of all crimes against
women.
For the UNH Police Department, it is also the most frus trating.
UNH Police Chief Roger
Beaudoio_ and Detective Paul
Dean both feel the community
believes the Police Department
proceeds with a prosecution of
an alleged rapist without the
victims consent. This view
is totally distorted. This is where
Beaudoin and Dean's frustration
stems.
"I get frustrated because I feel
that since the Stoke Hall Rape
case, damage has been done to
how women feel about reporting to the police," Dean said.
"The police are here to help,
not hurt."
'Tm really concerned about
how the community views the
rape situation on campus,"
l3eaudoin added.
Beaudoin also believes another reason the vitims are reluctant to report a rape to the police
is because they fear they will
be negatively viewed by the
community.
"I feel very badly that in the
midst of too many potential
victims, that there is this reluctapce because everybody will be
looking at them," Beaudoin said.
Because students are reluctant
to report rape cases to the police
department, the officers feel
they are put in a very uncomfortable position. This also
leaves them with a feeling of
frustration.
From Dean's point of view,
the problem he faces is on
professional level.
"To know a rape is taking
place and the victim knows who
did it and is afraid to report
it .. . concerns me, because I'm
here to protect the students,"
Dean said.
Beaudoin's problem with the
reluctance to report rapes also
lies within his professional
obligations.
"I get frustrated becaus~ you

facts. Just because someone says
'Mr. X. raped me, but I don ' t
want to press any charges' ... How does one fairly and
thoroughly evalu.ate the quality
for the accusation," Beaudoin
commented.
The severity of the rape
situation Beaudoin and Dean
fac~ on the UNH campus is not
unique, however.
According to a USA Today
survey of 700 institiutions across
the U.S., in 1987, more than 600
rapes were reported. The real
number may be 10 times that
high.
According to a report by the
Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program
(SHARPP), from the beginning
of the academic year in Spetmeber through December, 15
assaults were reported to
SHARPP. Twelve of the 15
happened on the UNH campus.
All victims--11 women and four
men--were UNH students.
Although neither Beaudoin
nor Dean could acknowledge
whether more rapes or just
more reportings were occuring,
Dean did acknowledge there is
a continuing problem on campus.
"Just because a girl goes to
a party and looks pretty, doesn't
mean she deserves to be raped,"
Dean comments angrily.
"We're having a lot a problems in the areas of sex crimes
(i .e. indecent exposure, sexual
assault). I don't know why. I
don't know what it is."
Dean eventually sees the rape
situation reaching an unprecedented peak. Dean believes the
female population on campus
is becoming frightened and
regularly ask about ways to
protect themselves.
To reduce the high incidence
of sexual assaults on campus and
to change the view of the rape
reporting procedure, the UNH
Emergency Response Team has
been formed.
The Team consists of Kim
Billins, Assistant Director of
the University of New Hampshire News Bureau, Cindy Garthv.1::iirE' fro m the Student Cnn<luct

Board, J. Gregg Sanborn, Dean
of Student Affairs, Eve Goodmon, SHARPP coordinator and
Chief Roger Beaudoin.
The minute a rape is reported,
the team meets and discusses
the case. The counselors tell the
group what the victim's needs
and wants are. They then form
a plan that best suits the victim
and ~he community.
According to Dean, this team
was mainly developed to "help
the rape victim and put the
victim back in control of themselves, because when they are
raped, they have lost their
control."
As a result of the Response
Team, a new program is being
developed, which will have
monthly reports of the actual
number of offenses on campus.
This program was mainly develped to educate the community.
The decision to publicize
more frequently the number of
alleged incidents is part of
UNH's ongoing efforts to educate the public, said Goodmon
in a press release.
"It is only through this, as
well as other forms of education
that we can begin to reduce the
number of incidents that
happen," Goodmon said.
Dean also believes the only
way to reduce the number of
ra2_es is to educate the community.
"You have to educate the
community and sometimes education may be by shocking
them (the community) and
making them aware of a specific
problem," Dean said. ,
Through the combination of
the UNH Emergency Response
Team, SHARPP and the monthly reporting of ' th,e alleged
assaults on campus, it is hopeful
the community's view of the
rape reporting procedure and
the UNH Police Department
will change.
Dean's view of the future is
quite optimistic.
'Tm hoping that the community will turn around ahd
trust the police department."·

STRAFFORD ROOM
Memorial Union Building
LONDON INTERNSHIPS
DESIGNED BY
American Association of

Overseas studies
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN
LONDON, EUROPE a ISRAEL

FILM - LAW.
BUSINESS - ARTS
COMMUNICATIONS - GOV'T
Fan & Spring Semesters
Also Available

GRE, GMAT: LSAT, MCAT
Tutorlf)g

Janet Kollek, J. D.
Director AAOS
158 W. 81 - NYC 10024
tf 212•724•0804 or
800•EDU•BRIT (outside NY)

Tues. & Wed.
March 28 & 29
10:00 - 5:00
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(continued from page 7)

to the group through advertising. If more people know about
the group, more people may
attend.
Nimrod is working on beginning the group again in the
summertim e, after some more
work has been put into advertising the meetings. She noted
that, although the campus is
largely lacking students during
the summer months, there are
still some people who have been
raped and need a support group.
Eventhoug hthesupor tgroup
hasn't gotten off the ground this
semester, SHARPP is available
to counsel rape victims.
' If you are a victim of rape by
a stranger or acquaintance rape,
call a close friend or a rape crisis
counselor. They are available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
The phone number is 862-1212.

Be Your Own Boss?
Need Part-time Income?
I Have An
OUTSTANDING
OPPORTUNITY

with
Network 2000®... an
Authorized
Independent Marketer of

US SPRINT®
long distance seMCes

Call

603-659-3227
lndependant Markettng
Representative
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English pr.ofess ors sup por t Rus hdi e
By Rich Kelley
In response to Ayatollah
Khomeini' s death sentence imposed on Satanic Verses' author
Salman Rushdie, the UNH
English departme nt wrote a
letter expressing their outrage
over the call for Rushdie's
assasination.
Michael Ferber, an English
professor, composed the letter
to the Ayatollah and signed it
along with 25 other English
professors.
Professor Robert Connors
signed the letter. He said, "I do
understand the Satanic Verses
was seen as an insult to Islam
and I regret that. But as the
letter stated, the right to publish
internatio nally without condemnation to death on the part
of any creed of religion has to
be an absolute priority."
However, nof all English
professors were as accepting of
the letter. Mekeel McBride did
not sign the letter for several
reasons.
She said, "As a result of the
whole event, I realized I could
not sign a letter because I am
ignorant in regards to the
Muslim religion, the Koran and
the book Satanic Verses itself."
"I would have preferred if all
the professors had been asked
to have some input into the
letter and worked on it together.
I thought the letter was really
hostile and when everyone is
being hostile I personally don't
want to have to act like that,"
she added.
The letter was sent to the
Iranian Mission in New York·
City; Viking Penguin, the publisher of Satanic Verses; and to
two New Hampshire senators.

but all that is outrageous because
attempted murder cannot be
excused."
Ferber also wanted to get
some notice here in New Hampshire now that the Ayatollah's
pronounce ment has become an
internation al issue.
"We wanted to get it (the
letter) out to the press to begin
debate and discussion," he said.
He also sent a copy of the
letter to Christophe r Hitchins,
a reporter for Nation magazine.
Ferber said Hitchins points out
that Canada has put an embargo
on the book because in Canada,
nothing can be published that
may offend minorities.
"Here is a liberal western
state which is waffling in order
not to offend their minorities
and are therefore backing down
on their principles," Ferber said.
"We should stand up for the
principles of this country and
stand up loud for them."
Professor Rachel Trubowitz
thought the call for Rushdie's
death was "directly pointed
toward my profession. "
She added, "By writing the
letter we are able to publicly say
or go on record as being opposed
and horrified at what has happened."
The letter also pointed out
that the Ayatollah was at one
time banished by the Shah.
"The world deplored the
censorship and oppression of
the Pahlavi regime and argued
that you and all Iranians had a
right to speak and publish freely.
Now you act like a Shah," stated
the letter.
''He should not be allowed
to get away with this," Ferber
said.

Rhushdie still a target of Khomeini' s wrath. ·
In the letter, Ferber wrote,
"As writers and teachers of
literature, we wish to declare
our outrage at your call for the
murder of Salman Rushdie
because his book offends you.
To demand his death is infinitely more offensive than anything
Mr. Rushdie has said or done."
Associate Professor Brigitte
Bailey said, "I signed the letter
because it had to do with issues
of publication. We are not under

any illusion it will make a
difference but we want to generate discussion about who can
decide what can be published,
and to question publication and
censorship ."
Ferber explained the reasoning behind the letter saying,
"Some groups are bending over
backwards to be sympatheti c to
the Ayatollah and Islam because
blasphemy is taken so seriously,
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NH life depicted by UNH grad
By Terri Danisevich
For Dana Jennings New
Hampshire is more than just
memories; now it's a newly
published novel.
Jennings, a 1980 UNH graduate, returned Tuesday night
to promote and read from his
new book Mosquito Games.
Mosquito Games is the first
book for Jennings, a former The
New Hampshire Editor-inChief, and now a corporate
relations associate for Dow
Jones in New York. The idea
for his book came from a short
story he wrote for a class while
at UNH.
In the novel, Earl Duston, the
main character, relates the life
of the young, "barely" working
class in the fictional town of
"Granite, New Hampshire."
Jennings, however, says many
of the characters and scenes in
the book actually emerged out
of his own experiences growing
up in rural Kingston, New
Hampshire.
The characters, according to
Jennings, are what he could have
grown into had he not been
fortunate enough to gee out of
that environment. The first of
his family to go to high school,
he graduated as valedictorian
and won a scholarship to UNH.
Often compared to authors
Carolyn Chute and Ernest Hebert, he also wrote about the
pain and poverty of workingclass people in Northern New
England. Jennings believes he
is "bearing witness about them."
According co Jennings,
"These people need a voice."
He said he was glad to develop
a voice chat "someone can put
between hard covers."
· Asa journalise who also found
success in free-lance writing
during a stint in Europe, Jennings said chat writing a book
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had always been a goal. He
praised the UNH writing program, although he admitted
coming back after "escaping
with a B.A. in Literature" was
"kind of like a revenge plot".
Speaking to a group of approximately 75 people in the
Forum Room of the Dimond
Library,Jennings captivated the
audience as he read three chapters of the novel. Through Earl
Duston' s voice, he cold of small
town drama and violence in
vivid and disturbing descrip-

cion~.
The success of the book so far,
according to Jennings, is about
average. Seven thousand copies
were published, with 2000 preordered. He won't know how
successful the book is until its
total sales are published in a few
months.
Although distribution for the
novel is spotty, Mosquito Games
will be available in the near
future from Barnes and Noble
on campus. It can also be ordered
from any bookstore.

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
·days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call
USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
603-430-1833 COLLECT
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l Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

Many convenient NH classes
to choose from.

Call!

Tues. & Wed.,

March 28 & 29,

10:00 - 5:00

presented by...

Flora Ventures Inc. and the MUB
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Random Writings
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ing from Casabla nca to Oklahoma to Vietnam to Europe. _
"I liked the travel and I liked
the people," Stan says.
This nice guy wasn't nervous
flying over the terrors of the
Vietnam War, saying: "I always
believed that if it was your time,
ARTH UR LIZIE
then it was your time."
Stan looks at his days at the
MUB as full of real accomplishments, also.
The organization of the presidential campaig n speeches last
year is on the top of his list. He
Picture this: It's a snowy March morning. The roads are
couldn' t believe all the little
slippery . The bus driver notices prospec tive passeng ers
things that needed to be done,
especial ly for the Democr atic
at the bus stop. Whaddya (see above) slams on the brakes,
Debate which was televise d
skids on the ice, and, whoops, massac res everyon e at the
nationa lly from the Granite
bus stop. I'm surpris ed you don't read about this type of
State Ro0m. Secret Service even
thing more often. Maybe this is a idiosyn cratic Freudia n
checked the automa ted teller
machine for bombs!
problem of mine; I was probabl y often killed at bus stops
The recent renovations in the
· as a child. Anyway, I feel the entire nation would benefit
MUB (i.e. new carpeting, paintfrom sturdier bus stop shelters.
ing, bathroom restorations, and
new furniture ) done over Christ5) Public humilia tion will be reinsta ted as a form of
mas break took a lot of time and
punishment. And don't think I don't know public humiliation,
energy for Stan and a clan of
just look at my photo at the top of this column. I'm not a
mainten ance poeple to organize.
Stan started five months before
big fan of the Puritans (Jonathan Edwards and Cotton Mather
the project. Budgeti ng, time
really, really bore me), but, I've got to hand it to them, they
schedul ing and overall arrancertainly perfected the art of public humiliation, a field which
gement s were all under his
our society has unfortu nately neglect ed. I'm not in favor
authorit y. He planned things
"back to back" so that they
of capital punishm ent, but, for the sake of argume nt and
would be done before the spring
cheap entertai nment for the whole family, my morals can
semeste r began.
be compromised.
After looking upon the finished product, Stan says proudly:
Clown Death is the fun alternative to the electric chair,
"That's one of the things that
lethal injectio n and all the other passe forms of capital
makes you feel real good."
punishm ent. It works as follows: The slimeba g criminal,
He has been to over 50
student unions for compari son
a rapist or murderer usually, is sent to the roof of the tallest
and interest. "I like to go to at
building in town. Whadd ya then jumps off the building.
least one each year." He also
Awaiting on the ground is not the security of an airbag,
regularl y attends confere nces
but certain death in the form of a group of incomp etent
organiz ed by the Associa tion
of College s and Unions Intercircus clowns who support a paper thin safety net among
national (ACUI).
them. The clowns are distract ed by loud and zany calliope
Observi ng changes at other
music, causing them to never quite save the jumper. I think
colleges and univers ities has
helped him to fomulat e ideas,
the kids would get a really big kick out of this one.
especial
ly those made by Steve
6) The nationa l anthem will be change d from "The Star
Emerso n, a consult ant to the
Spangled Banner" to Paul Simon's "Red Rubber Ball." Close
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who is dealing with a
inspect ion reveals two undeniable reasons for the switch.
$10 million renovat ion budget
First, the current national anthem was written during the
for that school's student union.
War of 1812, a war that nobody even rememb ers. If they
Included in Emerson 's plan are
do rememb er, it's because the war was so ridiculous that
such things as a small supermarket and post office, somethe major battle was fought two weeks after-ce ase fire,
thing which Stan has observed
handi~g Americ a it's most unwarr anted (pre-TV ) hero,
as a trend around the country.
Andrew Jackson; on the other hand, everyone remembers,
He looks at these exampl~ s
and the creative juices flow. And
and loves, red rubber balls.
that is where his experien ce is
Second, the war imagery in Key's song is disturbing. The
limited at UNH. The ideas he
lines "And the rockets red glare / The bombs bursting in
has gained from his observa tions and own thought s are
air / Gave proof through the night / That the flag was still
more attainab le at a school
there" are grisly and militaristic, not something with which
catering to 25,000 students with
I would associa te my governm ent. The same sentime nts
a larger union budget. "It might
be a place where I can impleare express ed in much nicer terms in Simon's tune, even
ment them," he says.
the red symbology: "Yes, it's gonna be all right/ Yes, the
Stan had original ly applied
worst is over now / The sun is bright and shining / Like
for the supervis or position two
a red rubber ball." The change from Key to Simon seems
years ago. He got a call from
Martha Blood, the assistan t
almost too obvious; I'm almost ashamed I was the one who
director of the student union
had to think of it.
at UTA in January . She asked
Well, that's it. I think you all know what I'm getting at
him to go down and intervie w
for the job on Februar y 3rd.
so I won't pander with a boring and obvious conclus ion.
Bing, barn, boom - he got it.
I probabl y won't ever get to be dictator , so if you want to
He says, "I wake up at 3 :00
use any of these ideas in your own governm ent, feel free.
in the morning with butterflies
of anticipation. "
Just mention me in a footnote in the text books, please.
Everyone else has butterflies
about him leaving, though.
Arthur Lizie is an Arts Staff Reporte r. for The N ew
As Carol Tuttle, the MUB
Hampshire , and is a proud co-foun der of LAPHOS.
Scheduler, says: "He's the nicest
person in the MUB. He's just
great ro work with."
One day, Stan took Tuttle's
11-year-old son Eric on errands
around campus, showing him
everythi ng from the pin dropSTAN, page 11

If I were a dicta tor ...

The other evening , while loungin g around the plush
executi ve offices of The New Hampsh ire, I had the divine
pleasur e of re-watc hing Woody Allen's Banana s on the
newspa per's deluxe, High-Definition rear-projection video
system. In the film, an "early, funnier " Woody movie for
those inclined to think along such lines, a rebel seizes control
of a small country and declare s three rules: 1) Everyo ne
must change their underwear every twenty minutes; 2) To
ensure rule number one, underwear must be worn externally;
and 3) Everyone under the age of eighteen, is now eighteen.
"Well, that's for me," I exclaim ed, knockin g over the
complim entary bottle of champa gne and an opulent plate
of hor d'oeuvres, causing extensive <;iamage to the filtering .
_system of the hot fob. "That's what I want to be when I grow
up, a dictator."
I don't intend the term "dictat or" to be taken in the
convent ional, negative sense of the word. Don't think for
a momen t I'd waste my time growing a beard or smokin g
foul-smelling stogies or making long-winded speech es in
foreign languages I don't understand. No, I'd be a benevolent
dictator. Well, I guess I wouldn't exactly usher in a kinder,
gentler era for the nation, but I'd undoub tedly keep the
country on its collective toes.
Althm.agh my exact political, economic, and social policies
have yet to be mapped out, I would try to govern with a
laissez-faire attitude , hencefo rth known as Lizie-faire. Of
course, I realize the need for cushy executi ve position s
for performing seals and anyone with a note from their doctor
certifying that they've survived an entire episode of Who's
The Boss. Anyway, I have listed here the five major changes
that will be instituted when I become dictator. Are you sitting
comfortably? Good, we shall now begin.
1) Everyon e, at all times, will wear "Hello, my name is ... "
tags. This will ·elimina te awkwa rd pick:up lines and
consequ ently make meeting people a lot easier. I want my
people to know each other. It will make them happy; it will
make me happy. Plus, it will probably look really silly.
2) The practice of the Method style of acting in everyda y
situations will be "greatly encouraged."
3) The current-contro versy surroun ding the use of nondiscriminatory, undeter mined gender pronou ns will grind
to a halt by my creation of new words. Clumsy phrasings,
such as "Gee, I wonder what a knowledgable ornithologist
should bring to his/her dentist 's housew arming party?"
and "S/he is guilty; we're all guilty," would cease to exist.
In the former case, "his/he r" would be replace d by the
word "glutz": "I evaluated the candidate's resume, but glutz
referen ces don't seem strong enough ." In the latter case,
"s/he" would be replaced by the word "whaddya": "I don't
know if your child will be a boy or a girl, Mr. Lizie, but whaddya
will have problem s if they in any way resemb le you." The
other gender problem s will be address ed as soon as I can
remember them.
4) All bus stop shelters will be constru cted of reinforc ed
steel surroun ded by concret e with a rubber outer coating.
Now, I know that as dictator I won't be spending much time
at bus stops, but I realized the other day that I have a fear
of bus stops that I probably share with many of my future
loyal subjects.

STA N
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Two UNH profe ssors study wind shea r
By Mike Olliver
With today's technology, a
takeoff or landing is usually a
routine thing to any pilot, but
there are some things about
nature that technology still has
not conquered.
Currently, two UNH professors are working to make the
sky a safer place to fly.
Both David Watt, assistant
pr.o fessor of mechanical engineering, and his partner, John
McHugh, also a professor of
mechanical engineering at
UNH, are searching for a way
to detect wind shear before a
pilot actually encounters it. This
could be the key to saving
countless lives in the future.
Wind shear, according to a
campus news press release, has
been nationally responsible for
at least 18 crashes and 575
deaths since 1970.
According to Watt, a wind
shear occurs when there is a
heavier fluid on top of an air
mass than on the bottom. This
poses a threat to pilots during
takeoffs and landings, since
wind shears occur approximately 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the
ground.
So far, Watt says, the project
"is still in the theoretical stages
of development," with no real
breakthroughs in sight. The two
professors, with funding from
a local company, are "going one
year at a time," as Watt put it.
"Devices already exist," said
Watt. "We have to find out
whether or not there is enough
information to detect a windshear."
According to Captain Bruce
Ott, an FB-111 pilot at Pease
Air Force Base, plane crashes
that the National Transporta. tion Safety Board intially blam~d
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STAN
(continued from page 10)

UNH professors are looking skyward on wind research. (file photo)
on pilot error are now beginning
to be reviewed, to see if wind
shear may have been the cause.
A wind shear is essentially
invisible to the pilot, until he
chances upon one. Then he may
fly through three stages of wind
shear: a gain, a microburst,
and/ or a loss.
The gain appears as a strong
headwind, which forces the nose
of the plane upward. Even then,
says Ott, this is not an unusual
occurrence, so the gain is a
misleading indicator of an oncoming microburst.
To compensate for the strong
headwind, the pilot automatically slows the engines, not
knowing that he has !Ilade a
crncial mistake.

A microburst will then occur.
It is a sudden downdraft, with
winds as high as 200 miles per
hour. The plane then shoves
towards the ground, and los_es
considerable altitude.
If the microburst is followed
by a loss, the plane is in severe
jeopardy of crashing.
A loss is a strong tailwind,
which means that it pushes the
plane from behind. Due to the
strength of the microburst, and
the pilot's slowing of the engines, the plane will be so low
to the ground that the pilot will
not be able to recover, which
results in an almost inevitably
fatal crash.
The whole process only takes

35 seconds, according to Ott.
If Watt and McHugh make
enough headway on their detection device, it can be installed
in planes across the country, and
provide pilots with a fair chance
of flying through a wind shear.
Watt emphasized that he and
McHugh are not the only ones
working on a detection device,
and that the progress they make
could be used by scientists to
perfect breakthroughs in other
scientific fields as well.
"Things don't happen in a
revolutionary way in engineering," said Watt. " The steps are
incremental, and there are a lot
of people working on the same
thing."

Ticket s for

JON BUTCHER
in concert at UNH
will be on sale

Wednesday March 29th
for the

April 21st concert
Students 5
Non-St udents $10
alt~(), fl;~af;t iw

mcuCWJ udwf; ~...

ping machines behin-d the bowling lanes to the maintenance
department past the Field
House. That was a year ago. And
according to Tuttle, Eric still
talks about his "trip with Stan"
and how hes 'going to be a
facilities manager" when he
grows up.
"He's known by everybody/'
says Production Staff Manager
Allan Smulling. Max Meler, a
member of the production staff,
adds, "I think he's a cool guy."
"He lets us know when he
appreciates what's been done,"
says Joanne Eaton, the manager
of building maintenance, who
has worked closely with Stan
on various projects.
According to-Eaton, Stan sent
a letter to her and her staff to
thank them for their hard work
over the years. He is.also making
sure that certain things will be
taken care of before he leaves,
such as making all the bathrooms in the MUB
handicapped-accessible.
"I hope whoever comes on
bo~rd has the kind of rapport
he's had," she says.
Stan, who turns 55 on March
31, doesn't know about this
praise. He has a fixed _look
behind his glasses ·a nd a swallow
that suggests tears are on the
verge when he says, "I am really
going to miss this union. There
are so many good people here."
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Political thou ghts, ideas of old 'l"
By Mike Gerbino
There has been a basic split
in the world views that have
dominated political thought
since the English Revolution,
stated professor of Philosophy
Drew Christie, on Wednesday,
during a presentation for the
departments lecture series.
"I strongly believe that during
the era of the English Revolution a modern political philosophy was created," Christie said
to the eight people present.
"Main trends started in the
1600's and were worked out by
the 1900's.
Christie explained how major
philisophical principles can be
found with men like Adam
Smith and John Locke who were
key figures on the conservative
side of political tradition.
"The conservative end actually spawned liberalism and
socialism," Christie stated.
Christie said chat che Industrial Revolution spurred an
incredible impetus for change
in the conservative, liberal, and
socialist traditions. He mentioned that the liberal reaction
to the revolution is one of
endorsement and encouragement while trying to prevent
"excesses" such as something
demeaning like excessive child
labor.
"The liberal idea represents
the possibility of government
acting as referee co control social
structure," Christie said. The

socialists, Christie said, believe
that the problem lay in capitalism itself where private enterprises are looking out for themselves, while at the same time
creating debilitating side effects
through a general lack of care
about the results of production,
i.e. pollution.
·
According
to
Christie,
there
f
are our major concepts in
political economy that are idealized as a goal and have different
meanings in each of the three
conservative, liberal, and socialist traditions. They are freedom,
democracy, equality, and property. Christie expanded upon
the latter two concepts in reference to the three political
viewpoints.
In terms of equality, Christie
said the conservative view is
equality in the eyes of the law
where any two people ought to
be treated equally.
· "The thought is that there
shouldn't be any titles of nobility," Christie stated. "Both rich
and poor should be treated
impartially."
On the liberal side, Christie
explained that the notion of
equality doesn't go far enough.
In this tradition, it is thought
that the government will create
an active role in empowering
people so as to negate discrimination.
Socialists, explained Christie,
believe that there can never be
equality in a capitalistic system.

He mentioned Ronald Reagan
and a weakened education systern as one example where
socialists would site an unfair
advantage of private resources
dominating public ones.
Christie described the property concept for conservatives
with an emphasis on absolute
ownership and a general decision to "reap the benefits."
'"Yours' is spelled with all
capital letters," Christie said.
Liberals, Christie said, recognize that it is a crowded world
and that the "Yours" ·is fine
provided a person is in a just
framework.
"If a plant were to be shut
down for example, they would
want the workers co be notified
within 60 days," Christie said.
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This example, he said, exemplifies the liberal thought for
those to be civilized for their
own livlihood.
According to Christie, this
property concept has developed
the furthest in the socialist
tradition. The socialist viewpoint is that property is social
property as soon as the state
owns it. Christie said this concept can be understood if one
looks at the 1950's when Europeans nationalized.
"I think it was a big mistake,"
Christie said. "Absolute state
ownership is a no-no because
it's not productive and leads to
corruption."
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EXPER IENCE

AIR FORCE NURSING.
Experience-the opportunity for
advanced education, specialization
and flight nursing. Experience-the
opportunity to develop management
and leadership skills as an Air Force
officer. Experience-excellent starting
pay, complete medical and dental
care and 30 days of vacation with pay
each year. Plus, many other benefits
unique to the Air Force life-style.
And the opportunity to serve your
country. Experience-being part of
a highly professional health care
team. Find out what your experience
can be. Call
USAF NURSE RECRUITING
603-433-1888/7 COLLECT

Spend an exciting summe r in
Durham ...
working for
Genera l Laborer ,
Housing ,
Office Personn el and
and
~upervi sory Position s
Conferences
availab le
Housing Provide d
Pick up your applica tions at any
of these location s: Pettee House,
U.A.C., Area Commu nity Desks,
Forest Park.
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:Applications due at the
Housing -and Conferences
Office at ·Pettee House
by MARCH 27, 1989
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DON'T FORGET: ALL ELIGIBLE
STUDENTS PLANNING
TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
FOR THE 1989-90
ACADEMIC YEAR
MUST PAY THEIR
DEPOSIT AND SIGN
THEIR AGREEMENT
CARD DURING THE
FOLLOWING TIMES:

~

is com ing . to the MU B ·
StraffOrd Room

MARCH 31:

Last name beginn ing
withA -G
Friday March 24 8:30am-3:30pm
Last name beginn ing
with H-P
Monda y March 27 8:30am-3:30pm
Last name beginn ing
with Q-Z
5:00pm-7:00pm
Late Deposits/
Agreements Signed
If you are unable to pay your deposit and sign your agreemen t
card during your designated time, you may do so during any of
the above periods.

THE DEPOSIT PROCESS WILL BE HHD AT THE BUSINESS
OFFICE LOCATED IN STOKE HALL, MAIN L9UNGE.

Zelig
Sleeper
~
The Purple Rose Of Cairo..__
Broadway Danny Rose
Hannah And Her Sisters
Tic ket s are on sal e
NO W at the MU B Tic ket
Off ice! !
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Springtime hath
•
sprun~1n Durham
By Karen McDonald

of different seasons, almost
anybody with good observation
To most college students, the
techniques has the ability to do
season of spring begins when
the same, added Reinhard.
their bags are packed and they' re
A weekly observation of the
on their way to exotic beaches,
rising and setting sun enables
but actually spring doesn't arrive
until the sun is positioned one to determine when the first
day of a season will occur.
directly above the Earth's equa"Look where the sun casts a
tor.
This year chat occurred on shadow ( tree, fence, or buildMonday, March 20, at 10:22 a.m. ing), mark it at that point and
"Seasons occur as a result of then see how it progresses day
the position of the sun relative . after day," said Reinhard.
"The sun progresses in a
to the stars," said Physics Incycle," Reinhard said. When the
structor Kent Reinhard.
According to Reinhard, the sun is at its northern-most
season follows the positioning point, that's the first day of
of the sun and that's why the summer and when it's at its
weather does not always cor- southern-most point, that's the
respond with the season. Reinh- first day of winter.
Observation of the stars and
ard said that for spring there
is usu_ally a six week delay of the constellations also helps
predict the arrival of the first
warmmg.
Although the calendar says day of the season because there
it's - spring and the weather are different stars for ev_ery
seems to be warming up a bit, season.
"Stars are always there," said
there is still a small chill in the
air. Many areas in New Hamp- Reinhard. "It's just that the sun
shire and Massachusetts were overpowers them."
The reason we see different
hit with some snow the earlier
scars is that Earth's rotation
part of chis week.
The. calendar is an important relative to the position of the
tool to the astronomer because sun. In spring, the sun is posiit helps him or her co keep track tioned where the autumn stars
of the days and when the seasons are so that it blocks them out,
are expected to arrive. If the and all one can see is the spring
calendar was never discovered, scars.
"If you went out every night
the seasons would have occurred
in all different months, said at the same time, you would see
the stars advance because of the
Reinhard.
"Spring today could be in revolution," Reinhard said.
When the season of spring
months of December or January
if we didn't keep the calendar arrives, the winter constellaup co date with the positioning tions, such as Orion, move to
the west and the spring constelof the sun," said Reinhard.
The first day of a season, such lations move in. Those constelas spring, usually occurs within lations that were in the east in
plus or minus a day from the the winter are directly overhead
year before, said ,Reinhard. The in the spring.
Constellations that are good
reason is because of the extra
1/ 4 of a day each year. That is indicators of spring are Leo,
why there is a leap year every Virgo, and Ursa Major, which
is part of the big dipper, said
four years.
"It re-aligns the calendar so Reinhard.
Here at UNH, students can
that we can predict the exact
date and time of the arrival of do all their observations in the
celestial observatory, located
the seasons." said Reinhard.
Astronomers are not the only in the field west of the U niverpeople who can predict arrival sicy Field House.

Durham Bank cashiers receive some credit for a job well done. (Ed Sawyer photo)

award
receives
Bank
Durham
J.
By Matthew

Ginsburg
Money may make the world
go around, but smiles from
friendly tellers at Durham Bank
and Trust can take you even
further.
The bank has received the
honor of "friendliest tellers"
by readers of Seacoast Life
Magazine for the 1987-88 season.
In the quarterly magazine's
winter edition each year is a
section celling the best and
worst, most and least of everything in the seacoast.
According to a spokesperson

at the magazine, the ballots were
sent out to all readers, and
consisted of 100 or more categories in which people voted
for their favorite Seacoast businesses, restaurants and on
anything else chat affected their
lives.
The plaque commemorating
this honor greets every customer as they step up cowards the
teller's counter at the Durham
branch of the bank.
Durham Branch Manager
Caroline Laramee stressed the
importance of being nice to the
customers.

"It's a basic personality
thing," said Laramee. "In general ou~ tellers are people-oriented
and make customers feel comfortable."
There is no special 'friendliness' training course for tellers,
but both Laramee and teller Ms.
Goodnough said that it is made
clear to the tellers that their
treatment of customers is important.
Laramee said that the tellers
receive a lot of training on
technique and procedure for

THIS SUNDAY at
7 P.M ,. and 9 P.M.
IN THE MUB
STRAFFORD ROOM ...

II
TICKETS: $1 WITH STUDENT ID
$2 WITH.O UT
Spring is rolling in and soon the beach will be a hot spot. (Mike
Parnham photo)

BANK, page 17
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is now accepting application s for the following
positions-

-PRESIDEN T-OFFICE MANAGER -ARTS/LEC TURES DIRECTOR -FILMS DIRECTOR ~UBPWG MME~
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APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
!AT THE MUSO OFFICE- ROOM 148- MEMOR IAL UNION BLDGJ
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.CANDIDATE

■

(continued from page 3)

computer space."
Jenkins said, "We want to get
rid of the phrase 'student
apathy' because we don't believe
it exists. By providing more
appealing outlets, students will
get more involved. We need
more events like Stoke's Spring
Fling, Sawyer's Wiffleball marathon, and Gibbs Aid."
Yfantopulos said, "We're
making the effort to find out
the concerns of the students
instead of just waiting for them
to come to us. I think students
shouldn't be afraid to come to
the Student Senate office with
concerns."
He said that, if elected, the
ticket will visit one dorm per
week to keep the students
informed. Also, during the
campaign, Jenkins said they will
ride the Shuttles to introduce
themselves to commuters.
"Kelly and I feel that we'll
bring back a spark to the student
body," said Yfantopulos. "We
have energy, motivation, enthusiasm and experience to represent the University of New
Hampshire."

THE
AND.REW
PINSENT
AGENCY
IS SEEKING WRITERS,

PUBLISHED OR UNPUBLISHED

(802)234-5616

BANK
(continued from page 15)
their job.
"We can teach people to be
nicer than they really are, but
in the end, it's their own personality that decides what customers think of them," said
Laramee.
Laramee seemed to feel that
because of Durham Bank'._ name

and image as the standard bank
around Durham, they are able
to attract a large number of
prospective employees. Because
of this, the bank is able to get
a body of tellers who are right
for their jobs, and very friendly
besides.

l "his award might suggest
that every Durham Bank customer leaves with a grin on his
face, whistling happily, but
Laramee says that is not so.
"There are those who come
in here and make it quite clear
that they think we're just awful,"
said Laramee.

Laramee said there are no
specific bonuses or incentives
for winning such an award as
this. There is a general incentive
if a particular teller is recognized
as being exceptionally friendly
and satisfying to customers, and
stands out in overall work.

An education for those who can't look the other way.
Northeastern
University

Boston-Bouve
College
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and helping
others, Northeastern University
has a special place for you.
At Boston Bouve College of
Human Development Professions
you can learn to assist others
realize their full potential
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time or fulltime basis, combining classroom
theory with practical, hands on
experience.

Master of Education
Programs
-Counseling
-Counseling Teacher of Reading
-Curriculum & Instruction
-Educational Research ·
-Human Development
-Rehabilitation Administration
-Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
-Counseling Psychology
-Exercise Sciences
-Physical Education
-Recreation, Sport, and
Fitness Management

-Rehabilitation Counseling
-Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
-Counseling
-Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
-Special Education
Call (617)437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston, Ma 02115

IJSIJ

photos chool ..
BEGINNING BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES ...
CLASSES START MARCH 29TH & 30TH FROM 6:30 TO 9:30PM
$50 FOR STUDENTS $60 FOR NON-STUDENTS

photograp hers ...
DARKROOM USE FOR SEMESTER ...
$40 FOR STUDENTS $50 FOR NON-STUDENTS
SUMMER DARKROOM USE AVAILABLE ...
$40 FOR STUDENTS $50 FOR NON-STUDENTS
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rN data

systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

GREAT . THINGS .
DO COME IN
~
SMALL
PACKAGES

ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS
Z-286LP
DESKTOP PC

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING! 40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

ZENfIH INNOVATES A~....--...
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Bryan Martineau ,
ZDS Student Representative
862-7048

-

MOUSE
AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS
INCLUDED FREE
Microsoft Window is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Prices subject to change without notice.

American Express.VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.
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~SAFE RIDES~

THE MUSO FILM
SERIE S IS HAVIN G

- A

Voluntee rs needed to work
one night this semester

*FREE PIZZA, SODA and
MOVIE RENTAL when you work!

* APPLICATIONS

:MARCH 31:
can be

picked up
in ROOM 203 in the
HEALTH FACILITIES BUILDING

SAFE RIDES

runs every FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
~
from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
and can be reached at 862-1414

Zelig
Sleeper
The Purple Rose Of Cairo
Broadway Danny Rose

Hannah And Her Sisters
Ticket s are on
sale NOW at the MUB
Ticket Office!!
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Editorial
Leade r out of touch
An editorial from the March 23 issue
of The Union Leader criticized the University System for distributing an insert
in The New Hampshire which provided
educational information on sexually transmitted diseases and a condom. Calling for
the University System to "clean up its act,"
.i t was incorrect on both some factual
information and the intention of the insert.
The editorial indicated money for the
insert came directly from the state legislature. In fact, funding was provided from
student-generate d funds: the student activity fee and student health fee.
More importantly, the objective of the
insert was overlooked in favor of a pl~a

for ignorance. To quote the editorial, "in
our book the university should have no part
in promoting any sex, safe or otherwise,
outside of marriage."
The intention of the project was not to
"promote" sex. It was to educate students
on the risks of being sexually active, and
the approach was based on realistic circumstances of young adult lives. Preaching
that students should not be sexually active
because you find it offensive or wrong does
not change the fact that they are sexually
active.
In the meantime, a life-threatening
disease makes its way , throughout our
country's pop~l~tion. AIDS will not cease

to exist simply because we choose not to
acknowledge it or that sexual activity is
practiced.
As an educational institution and as fellow
human beings, we are obligated to inform
of the risks and responsibilities that go
along with sexual activity, in order to
preserve the well-being of others. Condoms
are the most effective protection against
sexually transmitted diseases and unintended pregnancies for people not abstaining. And people are not abstaining. Favoring
an outdated hysteria over our misguided
youth has not changed their practices, nor
will it save people's lives.

..

Tax
To the Editor:
A recent article in favor of HB679
suggested that Greek houses should
be granted relief from paying the
schoo1✓ tax rr_,rtion of their property
taxes.
The argument went that incorportated houses should not pay this
portion of the property tax because
they do not use the school system.
This same argument applies to
childless homeowners, singleperson homes, parents of grown
children, the elderly, businesses,
farms, factories ... (obviously I could
go on). There are many taxpayers
who do not use the services for
which their taxes are eventually
spent.
·
All of our citizens are responsible
for the provision of public education, in addition to other services
and benefits that the government
provides. The Greek houses, in
particular, while not using the
particular school system in question,
benefit from the provision of public
education. They depend on public
education to provide Universityqualified students who eventually
become members of their organizations.
I am very concerned about the
precedent an exclusion of this sort
would set. If I own no cars, can I
refuse to pay the portion of my taxes
that go toward road repair? If I don't
have a library card, can I refuse to
pay for the support of the library?
If I am celibate, can I refuse to pay
the portion of my taxes that goes
for AIDS research?
It is ironic that support for this
bill would be requested in The New
Hampshire, when the past several
issues have highlighted the plight
of the University during this period
of financial ill-being in Concord.
All of our schools depend heavily
on tax dollars. Education is expensive, but I don't believe we would
be attending this University if we
didn't feel that the alternative would
be even more costly.
The education of children is the
single best investment any of us
make with our tax dollars. I urge
all citizens to continue to make this
valuable contribution to our society
and quit looking for loopholes.
I have written to Representative
Grodin asking him to encourage
. his committee to deny passage of
this bill.
Sincerely,
Kath Mullholand

Integrity
To the Editor:
I am writing to you out of concern
for the integrity of our university.
Let me ask, whar is being done about
Richard St. Jean, the man who has
been protesting his termination
from Stillings? Aside from an article
in the paper and a pleading letter
to the editor from the man himself,
it seems to me as though his protest
is being brushed off as a matter that
does not concern us.
In the front of the Diamond
Library are etched the words "You
Shall Know the Truth and It Shall
Make You Free." St. Jean claims
he knows the truth, and is doing
his best to prove his innocence to
the world, and in essence to become
free from persecution. The university is doing its best to conceal the
truth, and in the process is sacrificing an individual's pride and selfesteem.
It is my understanding that the
majority is not aware of the facts
which support St. Jean's cause,
which is for him to be recognized
as an honorable man.
What the article did not mention
is that St. Jean is a veteran of the
U.S. Navy. He was a pilot from 195 5
to 1959. I spoke to him myself and
in the process was able to gain
insight on the nature of his personality. "I was scheduled to take
a flight one morning," he told me
with deep emotion and distress in
his tone, "and a friend needed some
flight time, so I let him take my
flight. That plane blew up and
everyone was killed."
An episode such as this is certain
to cause psychological stress of great
power, not to mention intense
feelings of guilt and regret.
Being a member of the Armed
Forces surely must have done its
part in making St. Jean a welldisciplined, hard-working, responsible individual. He obviously fights
for what he believes in. Otherwise
he would not be devoting so much
precious time to a protest such as
this . People ask, "why doesn't he
look for another job instead of
wasting his timne standing under
a flagpole?" The mere fact that he
has chosen to spend his time in such
a manner is proof enough that he
feels he has been done injustice.
An honorable man would not let
an act of injustice put a damper on
his life by hurting his pride and
preventing his chances to acquire
a new respectable job. If poor job

performance was not the true
reason for his dismissal, as was
stated in his termination notice,
and rather an act of prejudice
persecution instead, Sc. Jean, by law
and by fairness to humanity, should
not have to experience such inequity.
In giving land to build our
university, St. Jean's great grandfather has contributed to the worthy
cause of educating people so that
they may find the truth. Richard
St. Jean and his family have contributed to our community. Doesn't
our community now have a responsibility to him, as to all other
citizens, without prejudice?
I am not asking that St. Jean
necessarily be given his job back,
nor am I asking the university to
admit they were wrong in firing
him. I only plead that justice be
done, and chat the truth be told.
Sincerely,
lshi Burdett
A concerned member of the campus
community

To the Editor:
I am writing an open letter to
those women and men who participated in the "Women's Seakout,"
as reported in The New Hampshire
of February 24th. I would like to
challenge you to use your hearts
and minds to critically think about,
and discuss with your friends, the
statement made by an anonymous
man during the speakout that:
"Christianity is largely responsible
for lots of ways people view the role
of women in society ... Many Christians have a twisted view of women
in society... "
Is this a true statement? What

Letters (cont.)

The New Hampshire

AIDS
To the editor:
It's three o'clock in the morning.
I can't sleep.
Jon is in the hospital again.
Yes, this is the same Jon you
wrote about in the editorial about
understanding AIDS. You see, Jon
spells his name without an "h." No
"h" because he has no hair. That's
a joke Jon makes about himself
because of his rapidly receding
hairline. Jon jokes a lot about
himself and his life. His sense of
humor has helped keep him going
through something you and I cannot
understand, living with a fatal
disease. Racing with the devil. Beat
the clock.
Your editorial, however wellmeaning, deeply offended me for
one reason. It may seem trivial to
you, but it isn't for me, or for Jon,
especially now. He is not a man
"dying of AIDS." He is a man living
with AIDS. With a bit of luck, a lot
of medication, and the heJp of
doctors and nurses, Jon will beat
the pneumonia and be out of
Wentworth-Douglass in a couple
of weeks. More staggering bills to
pay . But he'll continue to do his
work, run his business, go on
lecturing and doing interviews,
living with his condition. Living.
As you can tell, this man means
a lot to me . I've known him for
years; sometimes it seems like

Speakout

forever. He's helped me through
some very hard times in my life,
been there when I needed a friend,
given me support and comfort and
even some hard, sober advice when
I needed it. I love Jon, pure and
simple, and that is why I can't sleep
tonight. That is why I am up, pen
in hand, railing against an editorial
that said he is dying. No, not now.
Not yet. Maybe someday, sure, but
in that sense, we' re all dying, with
every birthday. Our days are numbered, every one of us, whether it's
two years or twenty. We alt live with
the fact that we're going to die
someday.
But not yet. Please, not just yet.
Sincerely,
Melissa J. Schrier
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Universit Forum
This is the
future
ofUN H

I

By Wendy Hammond
Dear Student,
Here is an update of the budget situation for the
University: .
Upon reviewing financial forecasts for the state
of New Hampshire over the next few y_ears, the
House Appropriations Committee has discovered
that there is even less money than Governor Gregg
predicted co appropriate to state institutions.
Therefore, the Appropriation Committee has
decreased the Governor's appropriation proposal
for the University System an additional 8 percent
over previous reductions.
· Originally, the University System ~ad requested
125.2 million dollars, a 22.2 percent mcrease over
this FY88/89 budget. This "bare-bones" budget,
represented exactly what UNH, Keene State,
Plymouth State and other institutions in the system
needed to survive over the next two years. There
was no fat in that budget. However, because of a
deficit in the State, Governor Gregg proposed an
appropriation of 114.5 million dollars, which was
an 11.8 percent increase of our present budget (about
half what we asked for). On top of that, because
the State revenue estimates, the NH House
Appropriation Committee has cut an addit_io?al
8 percent. This appropriation_ of 1~5.3 m1!li_on
dollars as directed by the Commmee, 1s 9.2 m1ll1on
dollars' less than the Governor's proposal and 19.9
million dollars less than the original request of
the University System.
.
.
As a "solution" or reaction to this reduct10n,
House Bill 200 has been presented. HB 200
devastates the University and the University Syst~m
in many ways. It eliminates the Schools for Life
Long Learning and UNH Manchester. There would
also be an 8 percent reduction of the Govern~r•s
budget in other programs and ~he Cooperative
Extension Service and the consultmg servICe. More
directly to students, there w~rn!d also b~. a~
approximate 14 percent increase ~n. m-~tate tumon.
Over the next two years the tu1t10n mcrease, as
a result of HB 200, would be approximately 25
percent for in-state students and 10 percent for
out-of-state students!!! (UNH is already one of
the most expensive State Universities in the
country).
As students we need to tell our legislators in
Concord how far out of wack their priorities are.
Per capita, New Hampshire is one of the v.:e~lthiest
states, yet because of antiquated mantaltues and
tax structures, state institutions such as UNH are
suffering badly. This additional 8 percent decrea~e
in State appropriations would devastate this
University and the University System.
I ask each of you to take a minute and call or write
your state representatives. Urge them t~ support
Governor Gregg's budget recommend~t1on. Each
individual letter and phone call will make a
difference.
Let your representative know that you are a _v?ting
citizen in her/his district and that an ad~1t10nal
8 percent reduction cannot occur. They will have
to listen to you, after all they want to b: re-elected.
If you vote in Durham, your representat1ves are:
Wayne Burton, 104 Madbury Rd., Durham
W. Kent Martling, 9 Hoitt Dr., Durham
Amanda Merrill, 8 Meadow Rd., Durham
Leo Spencer, 33 Stepping Stone Rd., Lee
Janet Wall, Box 28, Durh~m
Katherine Wheeler, 27 Mill Rd., Durham
Four House leaders which would also be very
important to contact are:
William Kidder, Barrett Rd., New London, 03257
Elizabeth Hager, 5 Auburn St., Concord, 03301
W . Douglas Scamman, Bittersweet Farm, Stratham, 03885
Donna Sytek, 9 Garrison Rd., Salem, 030'.9

If you need to know who your representatives
are or how to reach them, come by the Student Senate
office. Please take a minute because it does make
a difference.
Thank you,
Wendy Hammond
W endy Hammond is the Student Body President.

II

SDSU writes home
Well our first few weeks at SDSU went smoothly,
and th~ 40 of us are managing to adjust to this
different culture. It took a while to get accustomed
to the lingo, but now words like "stoked" and "bailin"
are almost second nature. For those of you who
have friends out here, the following glossary will
help you better communicate with them.
-SDSUkiller
stoked
stylin'
bailin'
flake
rad

T.J.

crash

-WORLDreally cool
psyched
looking good
to take off
to blow off
awesome
Tiajuana
to add a class

underway, and many of us aren't finding them as
easy as we'd anticipated. However, there are several
classes in which 20 minutes could go by before you
even pick up your pen! The campus is similar to
UNH, in that it doesn't take more than 10 or 15
minutes to walk to class. In fact, it probably takes
less time, because we don't have to worry about
slipping on ice or getting stuck in snow. We are
reminded of home, however, when we pass the old
clock tower with bonging bells.
During this time, we were not only adjusting
to our classes, but also to the social scene. Many
UNH' ers visited T J., and experienced a completely
different culture. (All those who traveled to T.J.
did so for the cultural experience, absolutely not
. because there's no drinking age). Several UNH
women attended little sister rush at some of the
16 fraternities. Many of those who are 21 spent
Friday afternoon at Montey's Den, located in t_he
center of campus. Festivities began at noon, with
a live band and pitchers of beer. (Montey's is similar
to the MUB Pub with the exception of it being
partially outdoors and serving alco~ol.)
.
Now our third week here, we re all settled m
and hav~ adjusted to our new schedules and routines.
Linda Encarnacao is employed at Moe's, making
sub sandwiches, and both Sue Giordano and Jill
Van Lokeren are busy with their "Little Sis" program
with Sigma Pi Fraternity. Ev~ryone is begin~ing
to study this week, because first exams are right
around the corner. Although it sounds as if we're
having a blast, we are homesick and think of UNH
often (We are having a blast, though!). Drop a few
lines to your friends out here at SDSU, beGfose
believe me we miss you guys!
Your friends,
The gang at SDSU

The 40 of us live in dorms, and most seem co
get along with their roommates: The dorms ~re
similar to the ones in Durham, with the exception
of the outdoor pool and sand volleyball court. It's
been difficult going to class after sunbathing by
the pool for three hours. We have to keep reminding
ourselves that we're not on spring break!
Our first weekend at SDSU was quite eventful.
It began with a thorough bus tour of the city, directed
by professional tour guide, Dave Ritterbush. After
a visit to historic "Old Town " (very similar to
Sturbridge Village in MA), Pacific Beach, and Horton
Pl aza, we headed to the San Diego Zoo for the
remainder of the afternoon. The zoo was all we
had hoped it would be; hours of walking around,
looking at wild animals, such as baboons, zebras,
camels, and giraffes to name a fe,w. The zoo was
spectacular, however, after three hour·s we found
ourselves asleep on the grass, waiting the arrival
of the bus! By the end of the day, not only did we
get co know the city, but also our fellow UNH'ers. This letter was sent to The New Hampshire from
a little better.
UNH students on exchange at San Diego State UniThe following wee k, classes began to get 1./J;,_f'Sity.
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Arts & Entertainment
Scqrsese:Obses sion,Greed & Loneliness

By Arthur L1z1e
The recent release of New
York Stories, a collection of
three short films, offers a perfect opportunity for a brief look
at the usually brilliant, always
controversial work of director
Martin Scorsese, whose piece
"Life Lessons" leads off the New
York trilogy.
Scorsese's commerical career
began in 1968 with the release
of Who's That Knocking At My
Door. Unfortunately, this film
has yet to be released on video
and is seldom if ever, shown
on television. 'consequently, I
have yet to see it. The film deals
with Scorsese's familiar semiautobiographical problems of
a man with a Catholic upbringing who must deal with the laws
of the streets as well as God's.
The film is notable as Harvey
Keitel's film debut.
After a job as assistant director and co-editor of Woodstock
(1970), Scorsese released Boxcar
Berth a (1972 ), a Bonnie and
Clyde rip-off, most interesting
for the appearance of a young
Barbara Hershey in a starring
role.
In 1973, Scorsese's unique
cinematic visi_o n began to jell.
M ean Streets , starring Keitel
and Robert DeNiro (his first
of five Scorsese films), is a
touchstone for many reoccuring
Scorsese themes : violence, obsession, greed, loneliness, and
the mythical power of New
York City. In the film, the
streets of New York's Little Italy
(where Scorsese grew up) come
to life, as the savage bonding
rituals of minor stre~L!_lmgs are

,
played o_ut.
As wit~ m?st o[ Scorsese s
work, ~his film i~ not only
the_mat1Cally engagrng, bu_t the
reliance on camera techmques
made popul~r by the French
New Wave crnema (slow motion, freeze frame, etc.) is
stunning. In one particularly
jarring _scene, which [irmly sets
the Kettel and DeNiro character~, features the stree~ smart
Kett_el p~10tographed ~n slow
mot10n Juxtaposed wtth full
motion shots of DeNiro's cocky
Johnny Boy, backed by The
Rolling Stones' "Jumpin' Jack
said
Flash." No more need
about the characters. This scene
is cinematic genius.
Mean Streets, like many of
Scorsese's films, has two major
faults. First, the film stock is
horrible. At times the film is
almost unwatchable, as mere
shadows flicker across the
screen. Yes, it is cinematic
technique; yes, it is annoying.
Second, none of the characters
are likeable. The viewer must
work very hard to identify with
characters, to discover motivations and reasonings in an often
cruel and pointlees world. Scorsese makes the viewer work.
After releasing the family
documentary ltalianamerican
(1974), unavailable on video,
Scorsese shifted gears with Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore
( 1975 ), starring Ellen Burstyn
(in the Oscar winning title role)
and Kris Kristofferson. In his
last cinematic attempt to view
life from a woman's point of
view, Scorsese creates a surprisingly realistic and humane story

?e

of a woman's fight for survival
after her husband dies, leaving
her penniless. This film seems
a break from the autobiographical tone of most of Scorsese's
other films, and more a nod
towards commericalism, a la
1986's The Color of Money. Like
most Scorsese, it can be difficult
to watch, but is ultimately
rewarding. And, yes, Vic Tayback does play Mel Sharpels in
the movie, just as he did in the
hit TV series spinoff, Alice.
1976 saw the release of the
first of Scorsese's two masterpieces, Taxi Driver (the other
being Raging But!) . In this gory,
enigmatic movie, which deserves a book unto itself, Travis
Bickl.e (Robert DeNiro) is a
psychotic cab driver who must
come to terms with a world he
views as polluted by filth and
sin; as he mentions at one point,
"Some day a real rain will come
and wash all this scum away."
He cannnot get the woman of
his dreams (Cybill Shepard) or
reform a young woman gone bad
Qodie Foster). Ultimately, his
only outlet for redemption is
violence. I could blabber on for
days about this movie (and I
often do just that). Just see it.
New York, New York (1977),
the Taxi Driver follow-up, is
a major disappointment. The
story of a hustling saxophonist
(Robert DeNiro) and his relationship with a rising vocal star
(Liza Minelli) tries to be cute,
drags during many of the musical numbers, and is simply too
long . Only diehard Scorsese,
d
.
Scorsese continue on page 24

·

Martin Scorsese's The Color of Money was a commercial success,
yet it pointed out his weakness as a storyteller. Paul Newman
won the Best Actor Oscar for his performance as the hustler
Fast Eddie Felson in this movie.

Chances Are

owney, Jr., seer _1ere in True Believer, can now be seen as a reincarnated man who
dates his own daughter in Chances Are.

By Marc A. Mamigonian
The last time I saw a film as
thoroughly innocuous and unmemorably likeable as Chances
Are was last December when
Mystic Pizza was around. There
is a significant connection between the two films (which I
applaud mysel_f for picking_up), I
because both films were written ,
by the team of Perry and Randy
Howze. I don't know if innocuousness is a foundation for
a successful writing career, but
it is distinctive, I suppose, and
I can think of worse ways to
spend my time than watching
either of their films. Of course,
I can think of many better ways,
too.
I don't remember who directed Mystic Pizza, and I would not
have remembered the director
of Chances Are either, if I did
not have his name in front of
me (Emile Ardolino). Neither
did much to distinguish themselves or in any way rise above
the material. In fact, the only
visual thing that caught my
attention in either film was the
preponderance for soft focus.
So much for directorial style.
The story is your basic 'man
and woman are in married and
deeply in love, woman gets
pregnant, man dies in car accident, man gets reincarnated,
man, in his new life (23 years
later), falls for his daughter
(without knowing it's his daughter, of course), man begins to
remember past life, man thinks
he is losing it, man convinces
wife that h~ has come back,

woman realizes it can't work,
angel innoculates man so he will
forget his past life (?), and
woman marries Ryan
O'Neal(!).' I know what you are
saying; "Not thatold one again."
'Fraid so, folks.
It is not necessary for a film
such as this, with aspirations
towards screwball comedy, to
have much in the way of probability in its plot; possibility is
enough. Chances A re has possibility, if you really stretch your
imagination, so good enough.
What it has going for it that is
more important are some very
good and likeable comic performances by Cybill Sheperd, (returning to the movie screen
after a long gap) as the widow,
Robert "For God's Sake Don't
Call Me Morton" Downey, Jr.,
as her reincarnated husband,
and Mary Stuart Masterson, as
her daughter. And then there
is Ryan O'Neal, as the long
suffering best friend of Sheperd's late husband who has
always been in love with her.
Well, since O'Neal has never
been much better than mediocre
anyway, let's just say that he is
in top form here.
I would like to say that I fell
out of my seat laughing; I would
like to say that I was baffled as
to what ways the plot would
turn. I will settle for saying that
I chuckled frequently and smiled,
a lot and that, although I always
knew where the story was going,
I wasn't sure when it would get
there. I guess that it's best to
take what you can get.
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Th ree Ne w Yo rk Stories

By Marc A. Mamigonian

Jodi Foster plays a hooker who is the subject of Robert DeNiro's
in Scorsese's Taxi Driver-.
obsession
'
.

Scorsese

(continued from page 23)
DeN iro, Minelli fans, or masochists need sit through this.
1978 saw the release of two
documen taries. The first, unavailable on video, is about a
friend of Scorsese' s, American
Boy: A Profile of Steven Prince.
The second is The Last Waltz,
a thorough ly entertain ing look
at the final performa nce of The
Band, featuring performa nces
by Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Van
Morrison and, hold your hats,
Neil Diamond . One of the best
documen atries, or, if you will,
rockumen taries, put to celluloid.
After a three year layoff
between feature films, Scorsese
returned to the silver screen
with a vengeanc e with Raging
Bull (1980) . Featuring some of
the most incredible fight scenes
and editing ever put on film,
Raging Bull tells the story of
-- __ Jake LaMotta (Robert DeNiro,
an Oscar winner for the role),
a former middlewe ight boxing
champion who is reduced to the
role of a sleazy stand up comedian. Like Travis Bickle, LaMotta is obsessed, not with cleaning
up a world gone bad, but with
destructi on. He slowly but effectively destroys both himself
and those who love him. An
impressi ve, tragic portrait of
an American "hero."
The King of Comedy (1982 )
once again feamres an obsessed
Robert DeNiro, this time as
Rupert Pupkin, a would-be
comedia n bent on getting his
big break. To this end, he, with
the help of an aspiring comedienne (Sandra Bernhard ), kidnaps Jerry Langford Qerry Le~
wis), a talk show host modeled
after Johnny Carson. Pupkin is,
simply put, a loser. He does not
live a life of his own, but lingers
in pathetic loneliness , obsessed
with a Langford who obviously
has be tter thi ngs to do. Although the end ing of K ing of
Comedy, much like Taxi Driver's, is fantastical, the film does
not fail to deliver its message
with alarming accuracy.
After Hours ( 1985) features
an individual pitted against the
world, once again New York
City, but, unlike all the main
character s since Alice Doesn't
Live Here Anymore , the pro-

tagonist (Griffin Dunne) does
not get caught in the web of
oddities and violence of his own
volition. Dunne attempts (attempts is the key word) to make
a date with a young woman he
meets in a diner (Rosann e
Arquette) , but unknowin gly sets
himself up for one of the most
hellishly Kafka-es que nights
ever. Scorsese, often a naturalist ,
seems to view Dunne as incapable of controllin g his destiny,
as he is digested into the New
York night. This is comedy as
dark as it gets .
The Color of Money (1986),
starring Paul Newman (Oscar
winner) and Tom Cruise, is a
disappoin ting stab at commericalism. While it does contain
many of the recurring Scorsese
themes such as greed and lone1i ne s s, and some incredib le
camera work, these ideas seem
to buckle under flashy technique
and annoying Tom Cruise grins.
Scorsese' s strength is not as a
story teller, but as a creator of
character s and atmosphe re. He
unfortun atly plays to his weaknesses here and comes out the
worse for it. See the original,
The Hustler, a much more
rewarding movie.
The Last Temptat ion of
Christ (1988), still unavailab le
on video, has kept Scorsese in
the news-for months. First, the
film was picketed by Christian
groups as being blasphem ous,
which, of course, only helped
at the box office. Second, Scorsese was given a best director
Oscar nominati on for this film,
more a sentimen tal act of support by his fellow directors than
a deserved nod. Third, Scorsese's
name was invoked in the Salman
Rushdie- Islam debacle as pa rallels in that scenario grew with
Scorsese's.
Of course, what all of this
neglects is the film itself, which
most of the people yelling about
it did not bother to see. T he fi lm
is a reaffirma tion of a Catholic
faith, not a blasphem ous, antiChristian diatribe. More useful,
in the context of Scorsese 's
work, is to view the movie as
a loner's Qesus, played by Willem Dafoe) attempts to find a
place for himself in society.

New York Stories is a critics
boon; three films (each 30-40
minutes in length) by three of
the last quarter century's most
renowne d directors - Martin
Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola,
and Woody Allen- explorin g
some aspect of the Big Apple.
This sort of anthology film used
to be in vogue in the 40's and
·5o·s; I can't predict that this will
lead to any kind of revival of
the form, but the results of the
three directors ' work in New
York Stories are, if not uniformly outstand ing, consisten tly
interestin g and often revealing.
The trilogy kicks off with
Martin Scorsese 's "Life Lessons," starring Nick Nolte as
a grizzly Greenwh ich Village
painter of some renown and a
rather erratic temperam ent and
Rosanne Arquette as his pupil
and erstwhil e lover who is
trying to escape Nolte's gravitational pull.It is both fortunate
and unfortuna te that Scorsese's
film is the first; fortunate
because it is a brilliant and
riveting work, unfortun ate because it is such a brilliant and
riveting work that it sets a
ridiculou sly high standard for
the other two films, a standard
which they are unable to match.
This is high-oct ane Scorsese ,
and few can match him at his
best.
Scorsese' s "Life Lessons" is
the story of a man obsessed
(surprise , surprise) . He is obsessed with his art; he seems
to be obsessed with Rosanne
Arquette, too, but he turns out
to be more hung up on what she
represen ts (youth, beauty, all
that). What he is most obsessed
with, however, is himself. He
cannot bear that Arquette is
trying to break away from him;
he keeps telling her that he is
teaching her lessons that she
can only learn from him (get
it, "life lessons") . The hypocrisy
of his position reveals itself
wheneve r he dodges her question of whether or not she has
any artistic talent; he knows she
does not, but he keeps her
hanging just to have her around
(and because she has thighs like
nobody's business) . He tyrranizes her like Petruchio tyrranized Katherin e in The Taming
of the Shrew, but he cannot
prevent her from gradually
breaking away. Obviousl y, he
has taught her too much.
Much of the material makes
more sense in light of a little
knowledg e of Scorsese's artistic
outlook. He has said on several
occasion s that you must love
somethin g enough to destroy
it; this comes through in the
f ilm regardin g both Nolte's
view of art but also life. Scorsese
also seems to feel that the art
greatest art is the product 0 f a
tormente d soul. For more on
this, see Mr. Lizie's related

article on Scorsese 's body of reappear ance of Woody. Then
suddenly , there he was; just a
work.
Scorsese' s direction has sel- closeup of Woody-'s face, as he
<lorn, if ever, been more fluid addresse d the audience . The
and dynamic as here in " Life second his face appeared , a
Lessons." It is particula rly re- ripple of laughter mixed with
miniscen t of the swirling, pro- relief passed over the audience;
wling style of After Hours , I am not sure what we were all
except here it is more confined, expectin g- perhaps that two
with most of the action taking years of lifeless drama had
place in Nolte's loft. He seems somehow made his face unfundetermin ed to singlehan dedly ny, I guess.
We can all relax. Allen hasn't
revive the age-old iris shot; it
is used very effectively, partic- forgotten how to make comeularly early on when he uses it dies, but, alas, his audience 's
collectiv e expectat ions are so
to highligh t certain thematic
high that "Oedipus Wrecks" will
objects (like Arquette 's feet).
inevitably be a disappoin tment.
Several sequence s of Nolte in
action painting are particular ly There is nothing really wrong
striking. As Nolte smears the with "Oedipu s Wrecks;" it is
just a minor, somewha t uneven,
almost surrealis tically bright
film with some great moments .
colors on the huge canvas, the
camera pans back and forth, up It is inevitable that the fact that
and down, into the paint itself Woody is making comedy again
will dwarf the film itself.
it seems, as the fires that move
"Oedipus Wrecks" starts our
The
.
conveyed
are
the artist
most powerful sequence comes promisin gly enough, as Allen,
a successful Manhatta n lawyer,
as Nolte and Arquette finally
have it out as Dylan's "Like a complain s that his mother
Rolling Stone" (the live Before drives him crazy. She is, as
the Flood version) blares from played by Mae Questel (once the
the speakers. It is perfect; "Ain't voice of Betty Boop), the ultimate Jewish mother. She means
it hard when you discover that
well, of course, and Allen knows
he wasn't really where it's at?"
it, but he cannot stand that she
has
she
makes it clear that
finally decided to leave him, but nags him and tells everyone
not before he's "taken every- embarass ing things about him.
thing he could steal." It is a He is engaged to Mia Farrow
(ah, there's a shocker) , the
stunning effect, one of many in
WASP woman incarnate , and,
this brilliant featurette.
By necessity , Coppola's film , of course, his mother is less than
thrilled. One day, they go to a
"Life Without Zoe," suffers
magic show, and Allen's mother
from the juxtaposi tioning of the
is chosen for a disappea ring
films . There is not much to the
trick. However , she really does
film anyway; it is a pleasant but
, and as the knowledge
disappear
of
bit
totally inconseq uential
fluff made with consider able of her vanishing dawns on him,
style. Unlike Scorsese 's boho Woody's face breaks into an
Soho, it is set among the ultra- enormous , absurd grin.
At this point the film loses
rich of the upper East Side .
Actually, it deals more with the steam and gets silly, rather than
merely absurd. Allen's mother
children of the ultra-rich; nameappears in an enormou s form
ly, Zoe (Heather McComb), the
in the Manhatt an sky. She
daughter of a world famous and
fabulousl y wealthy flutist (the begins telling everyone about
always great Giancarl o Gian- her son; soon he cannot go out
without being spotted, so he
nini) and his estrange d wife
(Talia Shire) . The story is of tries a wacky medium Oulie
Kavner), and falls in love with
no consequence; it is merely an
her (because she reminds him
excuse to take a walk through
his mother? ) , making his
of
The
ings.
surround
s
luxuriou
film aims at a fairy tale feel, and mother free to return to earth.
I am sure that Woody could
pretty much achieves it . The
only problem is, I couldn't really have come up with a more
care less about anyone in the effective way to deal with the
"mother in the sky" bit; it
film. The whole idea of the rich
kids who go on shopping binges simply does not work. It might
and call their parents by their have worked on paper; this is,
first names is vaguely irritating, in fact, very close in tone to some
and it is only the overall good of Allen's later short stories,
naturedne ss of the material that where his persona often takes
keeps the film from being totally the form of the Jew trying to
flee into WASPish anonymit y,
aggravati ng.
The final film is "Oedipu s but fate conspires against him.
Wrecks," Woody Allen's return In the film, however, he fails
to comedy after two dramatic to create an effective visual
stiffs (which is to say, to dramas correlatio n to the manic absurthat were stiff, but also dramatic dity of his prose. Still, there are
in their stiffness, if you follow some priceless moments , and
me). There was a tangible it provides hope that Woody's
tension in the air as the audience next feature length film will find
sat through the distincti ve him back down in the comic
opening credits, waiting for the_ groove.
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Up co mi ng . . .
Ti ckets are available
Scop e will be presenting Elvis Costello in concert with special g uest Nick Lowe.
at the MUB ticket office . They are $10 for students and $15 fo r non-s tudents.
OF LA MANCHA
The Po rtsmou th Academ y of Perfo rming Arts will ope n their p roduction of MAN
and Sa tu rdays at 8:00
ays
Frid
n
o
16
ril
Ap
h
ug
ro
th
s
run
show
The
m.
p.
00
8:
at
31
h
arc
M
,
Friday
on
Sa turd ays and $8 for
p.m . and Sundays at 3:00 p.m. Tickets are $1 0 for Friday performanc es, $ 12 for
Su ndays. Call 433-4472 for ticket information.
Theater on
Houston's Alley Theater will perform A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE at the Johnson
senior citizens, and
Monday, April 3 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $12 general, $JO UNH faculty/staf f and ce is sponsored by
$8 for students. Tickets are available at the MUB Ticket Office. This performan
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company.
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8:00 p.m. For ticket
The Feld Ballet will be appearing at the Johnson Theater on Sunday, April 7 at
information call 862-2290.
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1. Buy a Macintosh.
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2. Add aperipheral.
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3. Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh®SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple® peripherals you add on -so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers ar~ sold on campus.

••

Apple Pays Half
Stop by ·

University Technology Center
Room 14A Thompson Hall 862-1328
C J!)BCJ Apple OJmpulet; Inc. Apple, the Apple /Qgo, and Mactnlosb ~ registered lmdemarlrs ofApple OJmpulet; Inc. (,ertain restricllons tffJly. AIJ rebaias s,11,j«:t lo strict romplianc,e

wilb the Terms and O>ndiJions ofthe ·~

lb)6" flalf 'Program Guidelines, awilable.from your aulborized Apple reseller. Offer void where p,rJJibiled by law.
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A private

interview

Friday, March 24, 1989
MUB PUB
OPEN : 7:J0am-3 :00pm Monday thru Thursda y
7:30am-2 :30pm Fridays

THE MUB IS COOKIN'
We now 5erve fresh, homemade muffuns
and other baked goods. Come by and
try them!!

CHECK OUT THUR DA Y'S
SPECIAL PIZZA OF THE DAY!
NITE GRILL SPECIALS
Monday - slice of cheese pizza and 12oz soda
Tuesday - grilled cheese sandwich, pickle and chips
Wednesday - BLT, pickle and chips
Thursday - Hamburger, pickle and chips
Come and enjoy alternative dining

foronly$1.25.

Public Service of New Hampshire,
the State's largest electric utility, is
ready to meet with you. Personally.
As the company that supplies
power to nearly three quarters of
New Hampshire's population, we
have made a commitment to provide safe, reliable electric service
at the lowest cost to our clients.
PSNH is headquartered in Manchester, NH, where the cultural
and educational resources of
Boston are just an hour away.

And New Hampshire's many lakes
and beaches, as well as the White
Mountains, provide an ideal environment for a variety of recreational
activities. All in a state that's sales
and income tax free. Currently,
PSNH is offering excellent opportunities in the following areas:

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
If you 're ready for a private
interview with one of New
Hampshire's largest public
utilities, sign up at your Placement Office today. A committed
equal opportunity employer,
M/F/HN.

IPSNHI

Public Servtce of New Hampshire

with

PISTACHIO'S
OPEN: 11:00am-11 :00pm Monday's
thru Fridays

Public Service

J:00pm-9:00pm Sundays

of New Hmnpshire

Ice cream cookie sandwiches,
popcorn, frappes, sundaes and more!
FROZEN YOGURT IS HERE!! A PERFECT
TREAT FOR A SPRING DAY!!

GOODIE PACKAGES

MUBGRUBS

Birthday cakes, cookies, balloons and more!
Cheer up or surprise a friend with
a MUB Goodie Package!!
Call 862-2046 for details.

Monday, March 27
"Southern Europe"
Creek Spinach Stroudel
Italian Chicken Marengo
Hungarian Honey Colored Carrots
Bavarran Buttered Noodles
French Vegetable Beef Stew
Swiss Egg Drop Soup
Austrian Linzar Torte

Thursday, March 30
"The President's Menu"
Chicken a la Bush w/Mushroom

Wednesday, March 29
"Bermuda is Another World"
Burmuda Triangle Beef Kabob
St. George ' s Cream of Cauliflower

Monday, April 3
"Nouvelle Italian"
Beef Ratouville
Pasta Primavera
Fried Eggplant

Amanda's Ambrosia

Sauce
Madison 's Mized Vegetable Casserole
Carters Cream of Broccoli Soup

CAT'S CLOSET
OPEN: 7:J0am-10:00pm Monday thru Friday
11 :00am-10:00pm Saturday
Noon-10:00pm Sunday

SPRING HOUSECLEANING
Now is the time to pick up that UNH
Sportswear that you' ve always wanted!
SAve 10, 20, 30, up to 40% on your purchase!!!
Check out our selection and Save !

EASTER IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER ...
And the Cat's Closet has a
wide variety of Easter Bunnies and Easter Candies
at a price that students can afford!

COMING ATTRACTIO NS
Due in any day now is the brand new
Calvin and Hobbs collection, entitled
Yukon, Ho! ... and in April, look for the new
collection of Gary Larson's Far Side cartoons,
entitled Wildlife Preserves. Also be sure to check out our
selection of Far Side greeting cards!!

THE COFFEE OFFICE
OPEN : 7:JOam-9:00pm Monday thru Friday
11 :00am-9:00pm Saturday
Noon-9:00pm Sunday

THE PICTURE PLACE

Every day, a tempting assortment of
fresh-baked muffins, delicious pasteries,
mouth-watering T.J. Cinnamon's Original
rolls, pecan rolls, and chocolate chip cookies.
Also, a variety of teas, cocoa, spiced cider,
Very Fine juices, and, of course,
THE BEST CUP OF COFFEE IN DURHAM!!

----

-

Graduating Seniors

Wekeep.
youlearning.
There's a good chance you learned on a Prime computer
in college. Because of all American engineerin g and
technical students, 1/4 work with our computers .
And as a Prime employee, you never stop learning.
With our project leaders, you'll take part in the development,
marketing or support of our general-pu rpose, 32-bit
supermini computers and related products for manufacturing, financial services, governme nt, education and
scientific marketplaces.
You'll have ample opportunit ies for advancem ent, too .
Because Prime wants you to measure up to your full potential.
Prime professionals will be on your campus during the semester
to talk to Computer Science, Electrical Engineerin g and
Computer Engineerin g students who want to learn how to keep
learning while their careers grow. See your placement officer for
details. Or write to: Robin Falcione, Human Resources, Prime
Computer , Inc., SM&D, MS108-12 , 500 Old Connectic ut Path,
Framingha m, MA 01701 . An equal opportunit y/affirmati ve action
employer.

OPEN : 8:00am-,5:00pm Monday thru Friday

' SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
APRES
Bring in your Color Print Film for developing
and you will get a SE.5=OND SET of prints,
ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!
This is our most popular promotion,
the one you' ve been waiting for.
LAST CALL!
Offer Good March 20-26.
Those of you who still have not redeemed the
free 5 x 7 enlargement coupons we gave away
in February are running out of time ...

Remember that they expire on March 3111

Prime,.

Prime Computer. Inc.
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with specia l guest NICK LOWE
Tickets on sale now in the
MUB Ticket Office
Good seats still available:
Students $10
Non-students $15

Petition s availabl e for:

+Thi nk NOW about

being invol ved
~PR ESI DEN T* .
next year in
~VICE-PRESIDENT~
studen t senate
~GREEK SENATORS r}
~COMMUTER SENATORS*
.

.

For more info call 862-1494 ask for:
.$..'[¥.,.Y.!J.B.QP
.ERICK or JOHN CAMB ELL
···············~ ---············
················ ················ ········

••••••••••••••••••••DEADLINE••••••••••••••••••••••
TUESDAY MARCH 28, 1989 at 4 p.m.
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Letters
is the evidence for its truthfulness
or falseness. What examples would
support or refute this statement?
How do Christians in the UNH
communtiy view women? How do
non-christians at UNH view women? Do these groups differ and why?
How are women viewed in American Christian society at large?
Where do you get your impressions
of women in Christianity-television, books, magazines, the
Bible, friends, family or personal
experience? Are these perceptions
based on reality or conjucture?
This is not meant to be an essay
exam on Religious Sociology, but
it is meant to prick your minds and
spirits to think about the blanket
statements that you hear, read and
may accept without question .
Though some Christian denominations do not agree that women
may preach from the pulpit, nevertheless women do play a large role
in the life of the Church in sor:iety.
Even the words of the Apostle Paul
[ the writer of a major portion of
the New Testament indicates a view
contrary to the above proclamaiton.
Paul writes: "In the Lord, however,
woman is not independent of man
nor is man independent of woman.
For as woman came from man, so
also man is born of woman// (I
Corinthians 11:11-12). And again,
Paul writes that "There is neither
Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male
nor female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus" (Galatinas 3:28).
These statements indicate that
a shared equality [not necessarily
egalitarianism] exitsts in Christianity . Couple this with Paul's
teaching on female/male relationships in marriage: "Wives submit
[give up your rights] to your
husbands as to the Lord ... Husbands
love your wives just as Christ loves
the Churh and gave himself up for
her [ that is, died on the Church's
behalf]. .. " (Ephesians 5:22-25). We
c.Pe a sacrificial marriag_e relation-

Why was no attempt made in
ship where a woman and a man are
avoiding this embarnissing and
laying down their lives for the
awkward situation for the TKE
benefit of each other. This shows
the different marital roles that men · pledges? Why were they made a
public spectical at a time when it
and women have in Christ, yet
wasn't necessary? This approach
demonstrates the equal worth of
was neither humane nor fair.
the individual.. This is a picture of
Being pledges, we sympathize
a relationship based on care, dewith the TKE pledges ·concerning
votion, humility and sacrifice. This
this unfortunate event and hope
is the kind of relationship which
that it never has to happen again.
Ruth Graham has with Billy GraThe administration expects humane
ham, the kind of marriage that
and fair treatment of the pledges
Coretta Scott King had with Martin
by the brothers/sisters of the Greek
Luther King Jr.
system. We expect the same from
But again, I ask you to examine
the administration.
the evidence yourselves. Study the
Sincerely,
lives of Mother Teresa, Coretta
Phi Mu Pledge Class
Scott King and Ruth Graham. Go
Spring '89
and ask questions of the Christian
women campus ministry leaders.
Or seek out that woman down the
hall who is always talking about
Jesus. Ask them tough questions;
Dear President Haaland,
scrutinize their lives; and see if the
Throughout my four years at this
fruit of their lives tastes good or
University, many issues have caught
bad.
my interest, but none have sparked
Denise Clement
my anger more than YOUR recent
decision concerning the new student
housing facility. I emphasize that
this was YOUR decision, because
clearly the recommendations from
To the Editor:
the Ad Hoc Site Review Committee
Open letter to Mike Sciola
and the input from students and
"The pledge shall be entitled to
faculty of this University was
a satisfactory explanation and
ignored. I was outraged again when
adequate arrangements for resetyou expressed another personal
tlement i.n the event of his/her
goal- to eventually move the agridismissal from the Chapter."
cultural programs off- this campus
The rights of a Pledge (No. 10)
because "in ten years there will be
We, the pledge class of Phi Mu,
declining interest."
would like to express our feelings
I am happy to be graduating in
toward the manner in which Tau
May not so that I may brag about
Kappa Epsilon's (TKE) pledges
my alma mater and all that she has
were notified of their dismissal
done for me, but so that I may be
from campus. According to the
free of the one-sided decision
above right from the official
making processes at this University.
"Rights of a Pledge" (No. 10), every
It seems that there is little that
pledge has the right to a satisfactory
I personally can do to change this
explanation in the event of dismissituation. Perhaps that is so. Howsal. As you (Mike Sciola) explained
ever, as an alumna, I will NOT
this, you said notification of dissupport the University of New
missal should be dealt with in a
Hampshire in any way, financially
humane and fair manner; we feel
or otherwise, and I ~ill ~trongly
you failed in carrying this out.

Dorm I

TKE

encourage other alumni and parents
to do the same as long as the
University system repeatedly ignores the concerns of its own
students.
Sincerely,
Joanne M. Delaney
Class of 1989

Dorm II

To the Editor:
President Haaland:
I am a junior Animal Science
major and one of the many concerned people over the dorm site
issue. It is true that my feelings
about the immediate effects upon
the equestrian program are quite
strong, but they are trivial compared
to my anger and frustration over
the treatment of the whole issue.
In the Fall of 1988 you answered
the cry, "Due process is due!" with
the appointment of the wellrounded Ad Hoc Committee. The
potential protestors and other upset
individuals were appeased, myself
included.
Why then, after a committee
which you praised so highly, did
you still choose dorm site #5, even
after they UNANIMOUSLY voted
against that exact site? I view this_
move, an undemocratic, unilateral
decision by yourself; to be in blatant
disregard of the importance of the
Ad Hoc Committee and the rights
of students and faculty to take part
in University decisions.
Moreover, you expect a masterplan_to be set the year after this
proposed housing complex is to be
complete. This masterplan involves
all facets of the University and
should be composed by a cross
section of these groups. They will
be setting up· the future of the area
west of the railroad tracks with all
interests taken into considertion.
Again, why then build this ten acre
complex on land vital to so many
programs. particularly the College
of Life Sciences and Agriculture-_

forever changing the outdoor environment and the educational
environment- without this masterplan in place? What happens
to these disrupted programs if, after
the masterplan is created, the
University discovers that it was a
mistake to build that complex when
and where it did? These are questions which need to be addressed
and answered, not simply placated.
Why must the housing complex
be complete by the Fall of 1990 and
the masterplan delayed? If the
masterplan were completed by the
Fall of 1990, then the new housing
complex could begin to be built and
completed by Spring of 1992- only
one and one half years later. This
way futures of student housing,
undergraduate programs, and academic buildings could be known
before making any permanent
decisions. But it appears that
priorities are clouded by one man's
desire for a foothold over the
railroad tracks.
It is not over. This issue is not
dead. President Haaland, as you take
that proud, blinded step over the
tracks, be wai-y of oncoming trains
moving at full speed.
Very Sincerely,
Karen Nevius

Dorm Ill
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
concern over the residential dorm
site proposed by President Haaland.
Last September he announced that
a dorm complex was to be built on
the old reservior. That was all.
People- students, faculty, alumni,
parents- were outraged. This issue
raised the biggest controversy this
university has seen in years. In
ye~s.

Apple Pays Half
MacFever... you've seen it all over campus. Dozens of UNH professors, and hundreds of
students have caught it. And if you aren't careful you will, too. What is it? That irresistable
urge that you get to buy a Macintosh computer after using one.
How does MacFever spread? Two things help it:
• Apple pays for half of the list price of your Apple peripherals -- up to $800-- if you
buy before March 31, and ...
• Apple's Loan-to-Own program makes it possible to buy your system with just your
parents' signature.
MacFever is extremely contagious. A MacFest is coming up on March 23. If you don't
want to catch MacFever, just stay inside that day.

•• •

What are the symptoms of MacFever? Watch your friends who own Macs. They show
them. They're all out skiing, planning their spring breaks, or shopping with the money they
saved buying their new Mac.
Oh, the cure? Short of buying a Macintosh, there isn't one.

.

........

Get $150-250
back on a Mac SE,
depending on
configuration.

_

Get $300-800
back on a Mac II,
depending on
configuration.

University Technology Center

4.11

Thompson Hall, Room 14A
(603) 862-1328
Open 9a.m.-3p.m., Monday - Friday
Some restrictions apply. Rebate amount varies with items purchased. Not all items applicable. Subject to availab·1·

"AppI"
. red trad emarksofApple Computer, Inc.
e and"Ma'
cmtosh" are_regISte

ttty.

•••
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Invest in an

INTERNA TIONAL EXPERIENCE
at ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S
MADRID CENTER

caSlOM IMPRINTED SPORISWEAR

First Cht1/,·e .Ji,r Qual/llJ sln,·e /919 ~

Summer and/or Fall-Spring 89/90 Academic Year.
Business Administration, Hispanic Studies,
Political Science, etc.

.

T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

FOR MORE INFORMAT ION, PHONE
. 1 (800) 325-6666

f:IHane s

In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I. Greenland. NH 03840

ATTENTION STUDENTS: .
M. AC RO
1

SAL E
Your student ID entitles you to take 1 0% off
1-iJ anything in our store--- clothing, jewelry,
accessorie s. If something you want is already
on sale, take an additional 1 0% off -the sale
price. Offer good for the entire month of March.

WH OLL Y
MA CR O!
436-8887
17 Ceres St.
Portsm outh, NH ·

OPEN EVER Y DAY
••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••

•
:.

Hewl~t t Packard Repres entativ es
pemon stratin g Products and Answe ring Questio ns
at the Univer sity Techno logy Center
MARCH 30
12:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Macintosh Connectivity Explored

•

HP VECTRA LS/12/286 Laptop PC • DeskJet Printer
PaintJet Color • ScanJet Desk Top Scanner
Works with both Macintosh and IBM PS/2 family

I

Jasmi ne Direct Drive
70 MB Hard Disk / Macintos h

.••
..
••
•
:•.
•••
.•••

$ 850.0 0
A savings of $130.00

$ 895.0 0

IBMM odel25

....
•

•

Dual Floppy

A savings of $130.00

'.

.,

'•

•

i•
;

.

•

.

I

$1895 .00

Apple Mac SE
Dual Drive

A savings of $200.00

*While supplies last

Unive rsity Techn ology Center
Thompso n Hall • Room 14A • 862-1328
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday

~~··· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ······· ··
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Letter s
To appease us, Haaland formed
insure the sa}ety of the students
a committee to investigate all
that will be housed in the new
factors concerning several possible complex?
sites. This group represented inFor the last fifty-three years Tve
--erests and academics from throughseen the campus go through a
out the university: we actually
number of changes. It is evident
that many of the changes have been
thought we were going to be given
made without giving any consida fair shake. For two months they
researched and questioned and eration to the ideas of the young,
the wisdom of the elders, or the
finally reached a decision- in December.
future prosperity of the university
as a whole.
We waited, and waited, and kept
The board of trustees has many
on waiting until Haaland finally
years of experience and wisdom.
announced his decision. He chose
Please don't let the president
to ignore the committee's unanimous rejection of the site behind A
proceed with this housing issue
lot (site 5) despite their valid
without first having a master plan.
reasons. These reasons include (but
Thank you
are not limited to) safety concerns
Janet Kelly
about students crossing the railroad
tracks, the displacement of academic
programs, and most importantly,
the fact that this university does
To the Editor:
not have a master plan. This means
In response to Christopher R.
that the future expansion of this
Leavy, I would like to say chat when
university is still unknown. By
something is very important to
placing a dorm up on a large parcel
certain people it is offensive to call
of yet underdeveloped land, we will
their views self-serving. It is obbe greatly limiting our future
viously not a petty problem if so
possibilities. Maybe in the future
many people have spoken out
we will realize we don't want to
against Site 5 not only before, but
displace our agricultural programs
also after President Haaland's
and permanently change the chardecision. Concerning this ordeal,
acter of UNH. Then again, maybe
if anything should be considered
not. The point is that we don't know
self-serving it would be President
what we will want this land to be
Haaland's decision. He would be
used for and barreling ahead with
the first President in a long time
development there would be exto have a major impact on this
tremely shortsighted.
· campus and this appears to be the
Unfortunately, our "President"
only motivation for his decision.
is acting more like a sly politician
Site 5 was rated the least favorthan a responsible leader. He is
able of seven sites by the Ad Hoc
forsaking the better interests of
Committee, yet Haaland still deour university for his own personal
cided to choose this site and it
goal (Hey! Wouldn't it be great to
appears to be because he feels it
be the first person to break ground
is important to break the barrier
west of those blasted railroad
of the tracks and move West.
tracks!) He is notplanning ahead.
There is one point Christopher
He is not working for the betterLeary made that caught my attenment of UNH. He is not acting
tion and that I feel is very imporresponsibly.
tant.
What happened to democracy in
He said, "It is only by working
education? What happened to the
together that we can effect a
system? What are we letting
constructive change and help the
happen to .our university? Now is
University of New Hampshire
the time to speak up. Let your voice
reach its goal of becoming the best
be heard. Let it be known that you
small state University in the nasee what's going on is wrong. We
tion." From this quote, I'd like to
can make a difference! Remember,
point out two ideas that are contrary
if you'.re not part of the solution,
to what's going on. The first is the
you are part of the problem. Now's
idea of a "small University" -- is
the time to stand up for what is
continuing to expand one way to
right.
be a small University?
Sincerely,
Second, and most importantly,
Stephanie Powers
the key idea in the above quote is
"working together." Personally,
the only evidence I've seen of people
"working together" is the faculty,
staff and students -- the missing
To the Editor:
link here is our very·own President
It is obvious that the University
Haaland.
of New Hampshire does not have
Allison Rushbrook
a long-term master plan. It is
Junior Social Work
imperative to have a master plan
before projects such as the new
student housing complex are considered.
To the Editor:
Agriculture is a necessity if we
I am ardently against the conare to continue to have food to eat.
struction of any new housing comDue to the growing population we
plex on the reservoir site west of
need the best agricultural training
A lot. The inherent negative ramwe can give to our potential farmers
ifications of such a proposal greatly
to insure a bountiful future . With
concern me. It is requested that the
this in mind it seems more considPresident abide by the Committee's
eration should be given to the future
recommendation and include an onagricultural program. The severe
campus place for agriculture in all
problem that we have with dioxins
future master planning.
needs to be addressed so that we
Sincerely,
can look to a safer environment in
Wendy Harding
which to grow our crops. It will take
years to correct the problem if it
isn't already too late. Will taking
ten acres and turning it into a
concrete jungle help our future
To the editor:
farmers learn about land, crops and
I was angered and distressed to
animal science.?
learn about your decision to ignore
UNH can not properly maintain
the recommendations of the comthe buildings it has now, just look
mittee and to pla-ce a housing
around. A prime example is the
complex on part of the land used
dairy facility which has been a
for agricultural studies. Of good,
disgrace for a good many years.
however, is chat your decision has
Where is the new dairy facility · opened up discussion on areas that
anyway? Ground was to be broken
have been ignored and must be
in November. Could the hold up
thought through now, while sensbe money? There is not enough
ible long range planning is still
money to maintain the _,.buldings it
possible.
has now. With the budget cuts
It is a great misunderstanding
already in order what kind of care
that the horse science program is
will the proposed housing have?
an elite group of wealthy girls who
Campus patrols have trouble
just like to ride, and that they
covering campus as is, how will it
contribute little to the school or
cover an additional ten acres? Safety
to society. Other departments have
is a never ending issue. Is there
been attacked in the past under
money enough in the budget to
similar pretexts, for example,

Dorm V

Dorm IV

Dorm VI

Dorm VII

although- some historians choose
to study obscure periods in the
world's history, it is understood that
the liberal arts do more than just
shed light on such times, they also
serve to teach how to question and
how to research. They link the past
with the present, and often provide
answers to modern dilemmas.
The horse program is valuable
on its own, as a program to prepare
people to enter the horse industry
(which is a strong contributor to
New Hampshire's economy). But,
like the liberal arts, it also serves
a larger purpose. There is a discipline required of horse people that,
once acquired will serve a person
well regardless of profession. There
is a commitment that comes from
being involved in a sport that
requires a lifetime of lessons and
practice. A horseman learns that
a horse's well-being comes before
one's won comfort, and many of
us have had the experience of taking
caree of a sick horse in the middle
of a freezing cold night. These
values of responsibility, perserverence and selflessness all are part
of a good horse program.
However, I fear that the issue
is even larger than whether the
horse science program is of value.
At issue is whether the University
values its agricultural department.
I graduated from UNH with a BS
in animal sciences in 1980. I worked
as a professional horsewoman fo~
several years. My employment now
involves me in issues of regional
agriculture and the production and
distribution of quality products
from family farms.
New England cannot rely on
research done soley in the commodity belt of the midwest. Our situation here is vastly different. Farmers
can survive if they have access to
appropriate information and technology. It has always been the role
of the land grant institutions to
provide this for them. For example,
without local research we would
not be using Integrated Pest Management (which has effectively cut
pesticiC:e use).
Without current research geared
to New England issues, New England farms will not be able to make
the necessary changes to survive
into the near future. Fewer farms
means less open space and more
expensive food (already Massachusetts has a milk shortage and is
paying extra for shipping it in).
Your decision to place the dorms
on agricultural land, and your plan
to move agricultural programs off
campus, leads me to conclude that
you see agricultural as nice in its
historical context, but not as the
important necessity that it is. You
have been quoted as saying that
agriculture is a "declining industry."
If true, it is the weakening· of
University support that aids its
demise . I urge you to not only
reconsider your placement of the
dorms, but also rethink the role of
the agricultural programs at UNH.
Sincerely,
Terry Joyce Blonder
cc: Ms. Cotton Cleveland
Ms. Claire Van U mmerson

Dorm VIII
To the Editor:
Dear Trustee:
I am writing co you in response
to the recent decision by President
Haaland to go against the Ad Hoc
Committee's recommended site for
the 600 bed dormitory. This is a
very personal matter to me as I am
an Animal Science Major who spent
three years living at one of the horse
barns. I participated extensively
in the equine program then and
continue co attend and assist in the
Horse Trials .every Spring and Fall
ever since graduating seven years
ago.
The mere fact that the President
is so bold and close minded in
naming this site is concern enough
to me. To whom is he held accountable? Don't you think it is rather
odd that he is being allowed to go
directly against the mandate of the
University community and the Ad
Hoc Committee's decision jus~

because he is bound and determined
to have his own way?
He is obviously very ignorant of
what goes on around the area he
is so ready to destroy. He thinks
agriculture is dying our. With an
attitude like that no wonder the
American farm is becoming a thing
of the past. I grant you this, if he
plans on moving the entire agricultural program off campus, as well
as the equine program, the Life
Science and Agriculture school will
become extinct. Not a very bright
move considering UNH was
founded as a Land Grant College.
Furthermore, God forbid we should
look at the Sacred Cow known as
the Athletic program. There's
plenty of room to build on their side
of the street.
I sincerely hope you take a good
hard look at what this means to the
future of UNH. It is held in very
high regard as an agricultural school
still. It will not continue to be if
the land supporting the programs
is developed because of one man's
warped sense of priorities. I believe
that the people have spoken in this
case and they should be heard.
Sincerely,
Eric Bowie
Class of 82

Dorm IX
To the Editor:
It seems unbelievable to me that
UNH President Haaland would
disregard the carefully made decision of the Ad Hoc Committee
which he himself appointed to
choose the best site for the new
student housing.
As an alumni of UNH, with three
other UNH graduates in my family,
I am saddened to think of the land
that was granted years ago overrun
by student housing. This land was
designated for student education
in agriculture and life sciences.
President Haaland's decision is
especially unwise since UNH has
no master plan. When one is made,
it certainly should include on
campus space for agriculture which
needs encouragement, not shoving
aside.
Don't the hundreds of objections
to this housing site, from students,
residents, and friends count for
anything? Evidentally not!
How can one man make a decision that negatively effects so many
people?
The recommendation of the
Committee should be upheld!
Sincerely,
Mary E. Ellis

DormX
To the Editor:
"We the People." Do these words
mean anything anymore? Apparently not any longer at the U niversity of New Hampshire. They seem
to have been replaced by "I, the
President." Sometime between
1981, when I graduated from
U .N .H., and the fall of 1988, the
democracy has turned into a dictatorship. As someone born and
raised in Durham and as an alumnus
of the University, I must say I am
appalled at what I have seen
transpire over the course of several
months concerning the buiding of
a 600 bed student apartment complex west of the railroad tracks.
What President Haaland has
done is reprehensible and I am not
only offended as a former student
but feel great empathy for those
who are involved in this system
currently. After my initial shock
and disbelief at finding out anyone
who truly cared about this ·University could consider using this specific site for housing, I was encouraged by the appointment of the Ad
Hoc Committee assigned to review
all the possible sites. This seemed
the democratic thing to do considering the immense public outcry
from students, faculty, staff, and
Durham town residents. It was with
utter disbelief when I learned that
President Haaland went directly
against the unanimous decision of
the very committee he hand-picked.
It has become abundantly clear that

this committee, totally unbeknownst to them, was appointed
to merely placate those of us who
are outraged at how this plan has
been executed from the start.
My original objections and concerns to this plan remain as they
have been from the start. I am
disheartened to think that the
hundreds of objections to this
project may be overruled by the
seemingly few that embrace it, but
that seems to be the case so far.
However, I must voice my opinion
in the hopes that if all those oppose
this project do the same that
Democracy will rise again!
I take pride in the fact that I
attended a university where agriculture and academia blend so
harmoniously. It is what makes this
school stand out and be as popular
as it is. If I had wanted to go to a
university with an urban atmosphere I would not have chosen a
land grant college. I assume that
most students who choose this
school feel the same. Why is it more
important to keep increasing the
number of students in an already
overcrowded school than to preserve a vital part of this University's
heritage? All this at the expense
of the only remaining original
agricultural land and a number of
established programs already utilizing it.
Although President Haaland may
feel that the whole issue of the
disruption of the Equine Studied
Program, specifically the CrossCountry Course, is "dead in the
water," I'm sure students of the
program both past and present
would beg to differ. He seems to
think that assuring people that the
course can be rerouted with the help
of an expert course designer for a
mere $30,000 to $50,000 should
quiet all legitimate objections to
an apartment complex being built
in the middle of it. With all due
respect for course designer Neil
Ayer's expertise, twenty years of
toil and triumph on the part of Janet
Briggs and the staff and students
working with her on this course
cannot be swept under the rug and
conveniently forgotten. They have
buih a combined training event
which is recognized by the United
States Equestrian Team. Riders
from all over the United States have
competed here at the University,
including more than a few Olympic
Team members. This is something
the University community should
be proud of and those involved
should be supported and encouraged. When so little regard from
the University's President is given
to such accomplishments it is hard,
if not impossible, for students to
feel encollfaged. Certainly not an
atmosphere conducive to excelling.
Finally, and possibly the most
important issue, is the lack of a
Master Plan for U.N.H. If indeed
there is no plan as we have repeatedly been told, how can any expansion west of the railroad tracks take
place? With no Master Plan how
can one person dictate that building
student housing on land used for
important academic programs is
in the best interest to all? Once this
expansion happens, no matter what
it is used for, the University's whole
history as a land grant college is
altered irrevocably. What happens
down the road when the fears and
concerns that are now being voiced
by not heard become reality? It may
be years before the full impact of
this plan becomes apparent and
undoubtedly by that time there will
be a new administration at the
University. President Haaland will
not be here to pick up the pieces
and those whose job it will be to
"make it all better" will be fighting
a losing battle.
Moving agricultural programs
off-campus as the President ahs
suggested is unacceptable. In a fair
and democratic system, I feel President Haaland' s only decision could
be to abide by the Ad Hoc committee's recommendation on student
housing and to inlcude on-campus
place for agricultural programs in
the Master Plan for the future.
Sincerely, Joanne Ellis
Class of '81
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With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
Express~ Card over the phone.
Simply call 1-800-942-AMEX. We'll take your application by phone and begin to process it right away.
It couldn't be easier.
.~
What's more, because you attend
this school full time, yo~ can also take
Al RLI NEs · advantage of the Automatic Approval can
Offer for students. With this offer, you
LOOK 10 US
get the American Express Card right nowwithout a full-time job or a credit history. ·But if you
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
It's actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now,
while you're still a student, than it ever will be again.

NORTI-IWEST

Become a Cardmembec
Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.

As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy

an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
$99 roundtrip to many of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
(only one ticket may be used per six-month period)~
And, of course, you'll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express.
Apply now by
calling 1-800-942AMEX. And then
you can really go
places-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
F~ ~re non-refundable and no itinerary changes ma be
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on N~rthwest Air~in~. Tickets must be purc~ased within 24 hours after making reservations. cert1f1cate expiration date and may not be available hitween
by
c~mpleted
be
n:iust
Travel
call.
you
when
avail~le
be_
not
may
and_
hm1ted
a~
fare
thlS
made after purchase. Seats at
mfare from Boston ($2. 50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($ 2 OO)
~ cities to which Northwest does not ha~ ~rect connections or routm~. City fue! tax surcharges not included
student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vou h . · th ·
Current
EX.
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restnctions may apply. For complete offer details, call l-800-942-AM
c ers m e
• A,i--.,&pl aa....,. mail. © 1989 American Expres.s Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Long or Short Term Leasing
Reasonable Rates
Controlled Acess Gate
Units from 5x10 to 10x30
Outside Space Available

Session IIJuly 10 to August 11

Information, catalog, and application:

Brandeis University Summer School
P.O. Box9110
Waltham, MA 02254-9110
(617)736-3424

* Boats * Campers * Large Trucks

2.3 miles North of Lee Circle

.....................
................................................................................................................................................
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"BOW I MADE SIB,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

d,,,-;

.

.
.

..

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in Jong hours
for little pay.
·Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000for college.
Because I joined my local Anny
National Guard.
· They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an ·
important part of our country's military
defense. ·
·
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

I

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me'a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-· or more
-for college for just a little of my time .
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

·.

*In Hawaii : 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam : 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438 ; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
<c) 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved .

r------------ ------- ,
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OM OF
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/ STATE/ZIP
-AR-EA--=-c-:-:-oD-=-E--=p--=HO-NE_ _ _ _ _ us CITIZEN. 0 YES O NO
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

OCCUPATION
STUDENT O HIGH SCHOOL O COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE O YES ONO
BRANCH

RANK

AFM /MOS

..

FF

National Guard

Army ~!!l !!!I Gar d

....................................................................................................................................................................
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Saint Louis University

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of Theater and Dance
presents

AMfR/CAN £DUCA TION WITH A PLUS

THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY

. LIVE AN INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
-MADRID-

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES:
-Business Administration: Economics,
Accounting, Statistics, Finance.
-Computer Science.
-Communications: Advertising, Journalism,
Radio.
-Hispanic Studies.
-French, English, Spanish grammer.
-Engineering.
-TESOL: Teaching Eng. as a second
language.
-And thirty other Ghoices~;...i.,..-:.-11'..,.....~

Annual Concert
JOIN OUR SUMMER PROGRAM:
June 19- July 28
ENJOY: Our highly qualified instruction
Individual attention.
Housing with Spanish families and
dorms.
Group trips around Spain.

Directed by Larry Robertson, Jean BroW'n, Gay
Nardone
Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Center
Durham
March 23 at 8pm - Jean Mattox Scholarship Benefit
March 24 and 25 at 8pm
March 29 and 30 at 7pm
March 29 at 10:30 am
March 30 and April 1 at 8pm

INFO: CJ de la Vina, 3 -28003 MADRID
Tel: 233 20323 or 233 2812

General: $6 UNH
Students/Employees/ Alumni/Seniors: $5
RESERVATIONS: 862-2290

... ............

:-:-:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:-:,:-:-:-:

·.··

....

.,,.:::::::::::=:::

..

Technological change. How do you keep up'!
A few short years ago. daring people were talking
about 1.000 bits of memory on a single device. T<xlay. it's
millions . Tomorrnw. anything\ possible.
A decade ago. card-edge connectors with 20 contacts
per inch were sufficient. Today. connector systems boast
three times the density. Tomorrow will push designs even
harder.
A short whik: ago. a telephone call was a telephone
call. Today. telecommunications has gone from analog to
digital. from simple relay switches to computers. from
copper wire to ti her optics.
At Tcradyne, we ·ve got to stay one step ahead of
technological change hecause we ·re working with the
world\ leading high tech companies designing and
huilding for today and tomorTow.

we·re meeting that challenge every day - in our
electronics ATE divisions in Boston and California: in
our world-class bad.plane connection system, and circuit
board complex in Nashua. New Hampshire: and in our
telecommunications network test division in Deerfield.
Illinois. In fact. we·re the recognized leader in each of
our businesses.
We need creative people to help us continue our trad,
record ol -..uccess ... to develop solutions to changing 4ucstions. E, ·itement. career opportunity. growth. energy.
That's what you·11 find at Teradyne .
The cha I lengcs arc great.
So arc the rewards .

For more information. visit your Placement
Office.

EINOU SUCCESS·

Letter
Dorm XI
To the Editor:
Dear Ms. Cotton Cleveland,
As a concerned graduate of the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture, Class of 1982, I am writing
to you regarding the siting of the
undergraduate student housing at
the University of New Hampshire.
The decision of President Haaland
to develop the reservoir site west
of "A" lot as a 600-bed housing
complex is a grave error of judgement. I strongly disagree with the
plan for two reasons:
1. the decision-making and planning process was faulted and incomplete.
2. the short and long-term
impacts to the agricultural program
were not thoroughly analyzed.
As a professional Park Manager
in Metropolitan Boston, I am well
aware of the critical need for
cautious and sensible development
of open space, accomplished
through comprehensive planning
and review. I have seen rash development decisions lead to serious
economic and environmental proble ms in the long term. President
Haaland's decision to change the
quadrant west of the railroad tracks
from agricultural to residential use
is a major development decision,
and must not occur as a mere byproduct of a desire for additional
housing .
In his written decision of February 20, 1989, President Haaland
stated that "the responsibility of
the President is not only to deal
with the day-to-day issues, but to
remain sensitive to the long-term
impact of our current decisions."
Where is the sensitivity in the
President's choice to ignore the
unanimous decision of the Site
Review Committee to reject the
reservoir site west of "A" lot for
housing? Is it not the responsibility
of the President to serve the
interests of the President? Will we
stand by while one man determines
the fate of the University?
President Haaland's decision sets
a far-reaching precedent and signals
the demise of the agricultural
program at UNH. This on-site
agricultural program makes UNH
unique among modern academia.
Historically, the agricultural program represents the very origins
of the University system. In an era
of increasing agricultural technology, it is imperative that we provide
students with the opportunity for
practical experience in the field .
As more and more small farms are
forced to close, the role of the
University in training future agribusiness men and women is more
critical than ever. I urge the President and the Board of Trustees to
please consider the "long-term
impact of our current decisions."
Sincerely,
Maggie Brown
Class of '82

from

Round Trips

Boston

startino at
318
138

LONDON
CHICAGO
CARACAS

HONGKONG
TOKYO
SYDNEY
Boston -FLORIDA

370
769
679
1128
149

Amtrak
Restrictions apply .
tax.es not included.
Check our low teacher fares .
EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

Call for
FREE Student Travel Catalog
.
BOSTON
721 loyllton St

811-2854926

,:~i~~~ 50617-497-1497
MIT

Student Center

811-225-2555
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CLASSIFIED
• FOR SALE : Queen Size King Koil Water
bed. Good shape. Cost $550. New. Asking
$250. Call Tom at 749 -1835
1980 FORD MUSTANG: Four Cylinder, 2.3
Liter Engine , New Brakes . Water Pump ,
Thermostat. Good Condition , No rust.
$1,300 (207) 384-5274
Wilson Profile tennis racquet. Never been
used. $165 or B/O. Call Mike 868 -3048
1984 Camara - EXCELLENT condition .
Owner is mov ing , therefore must sell.
53,000 miles. Call evenings before 11 p.m.
Ask for Matt and leave message. 7 43 -3843.
FOR SALE - 3 Pedicabs . Run your own
business this summer.Pedicabs have been
successful in Portsmouth for 4 years. Great
summer job . Fantastic entrepreneurial
experience. Call Ty 436 -5866 days; 207 439-6939 evenings. Leave message.
Heathkit H89A CP/M/ w/ complete man uals. some software, and 300 Baud modem.
Good terminal. 742-0561 leave message.
Speed skates. Oberhamer 10 1 /2M . Like
new. $75. 742-0561 leave message.
1984 Honda CRX New Brakes, Tailpipe,
AM/FM Cassette. Good Rubber $3.450
or B/O. 749 - 51665 Evenings and wee kends.
SHOGUN 500 BICYCLE , EXCELLENT
CONDITION, NEW TIRES, FRONT WHEEL,
BETTA TRIP COMPUTER, ZEFAL PUMP,
CANONDALE PACK. $250. or B/O. TODD
868-3196
1982 VW Diesel Rabbit LS , 4 door hatchback. EXCELLENT CONDITION , 5 SPEED,
AIR CONDITIONING, BLOCK HEATER ,
STEREO/CASSETTE . CALL 271-2910
(days) or 742-8507 (eves.)
1981 Subaru Station Wagon; new engine,
well taken care of, good shape. B/O 4368746. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON.
ALL OPTIONS, INCLUDING A/C, CRUISE,
SUNROOF. NO RUST. SPOTLESS INTERIOR. EXCELLENCE. $3950, or B/O. 8685122.
Kleber V1 5 Mud and Snow tires.
175/70R13. Good for V.W.'s, Subarus, and
other small cars. 1 year old. $30. Call Arthur
868-3361
Apple MacIntosh 512K with two 400K disk
drives. Mac Write, Pascal, Typing Tutor
Mac Paint , all Manuals, Asking $650 .
·Interested? Call Arthur at 868-6631 .
, 1981 PONTIAC SUNBIRD WITH A NEW
DIEHARD BATTERY FOR SALE . WAS
$950, NOW ONLY $750! 50 THOUSAND
MILES ON IT, WONDERFUL CONDITION
- EVEN HAS A SUNROOF! CALL 8681515!
1982 Toyota long bed pickup with cap 4
speed manual transmission . Runs good.
Some Rust. $1300.
ATTENTION ATHLETES!! FOR SALE :
USED SPOTLEIGHT BASEBALL CLEATS
SIZE 11 . NEW BALANCE SOCCER
CLEATS SIZE 11. SPOTLIGHT ALL PURPOSE TURFSHOES SIZE 11 1 /2. RED .
BRINE LACROSSE GLOVES. EVERYTHING IN GREAT CONDITION/ PRICES
CHEAP. CALL 862 -4364 Mark/311 .
Shogun 1 0-speed Road Bike. Paid $250,
will sell for $125. WOW, what a deal! Pablo,
743-3283. Hurry, Hurry.

National marketing firm seeks ambitious':
mature student to manage on - campus
promotions for top national companies this
school year. Flexible hours with earning
potentia l to $2500 . Call 1-800-932 -0528
Ext. 28.
Living in Durham this summer? Good w/
PC's? Need good $$$? Experience? Jr /Sr:
This job is for you!!! Work as lab c:1ssistant
in high -tech co. RIGHT IN DURHAM! Call
Field Experience 862-1184.
Can you play the guitar, juggle, dance. or
yodel? Do you have a band or do you sing
in the shower? If so , consider performing
at GIBBS AID , April 22 . It will be a great
way to make a debut and help a local charity
at the same time. For details contact Jane
at 862 -4250.
$10.00 / hr ?I YES! If you're familiar w/ IBM
PC's - you can be a customer service
assistant at Portsmouth Insurance Co. 20
hrs/wk Cail Field Experience 862 - 1184
(88221)
FLORIDA ... Round trip transportation
$99 .99 , limited space available efficient
arrival and departures. Call Jeff at 7420962 for details!
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMEN T ...Earn $2500 -3500. National campaign
postions to pass clean air act , stop toxic
pollution. tighten pesticide controls &
promote comprehensive recycling, available in 18 states & D.C. lntvs on campus
3.27,28. Call Kate at 1-800-622 -2202
SUMMER JOBS ... $8.40/hr or commission.
Advertising sales. No experience neces sary. We will train. Work locally. Car
recommended . Call Steve Gorman at (800)
344 - 6766 for details and application .
METRO MARKETING GROUP

HOUSfNG
',._J,

Dover - 3 bedrooms. living room. kitchen
and bath in a restored colonial. $600 month
includes heat and electricity.
4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath.
$800 month includes heat and hot water.
5 bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen and
bath. $765 month. lease required, no pets.
Call 742-7908 between 7-9 pm.
Attractive, spacious room for two in Durham
home. Private entrance, private bath, 2minute walk to campus. $220/month each,
includes utilites. 868-2758 after 4 pm
UNH Faculty and students - three bedroom
furnished for (1989-90) semester. Rent
$475 Call Eddie (508) 851-0747 or Kim
and Marie 926-4215
Beach Housel 3 - bdrm house, $475/mo
winterized, available for 89-90 school year.
Hampton , NH. Call 926-4215 (pm 's)
Roomate wanted - female, non smoker.
Share 3 bedroom apt. $150/month plus
1 /3 utilities , available now . Dover 7491739
FREE APT . Grad. student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and part-time childcare.
Use of beach condo included . Near bus
route. 1-335-2693
DURHAM ROOM RENT AL ... easy walking
distance, no smoking , no kitchen $195/mo.
includes utilties 868-1042, 868 - 3296
Available now.

1984 Dodge Charger. 59 ,000 miles, great
condition. reliable. Call Mike 659 -7414.
Commodore 128 Computer. Comes with
everything Excellent Condition! Over 1 ,000
games. Value of $2,500 - $900.00 firm . Call
Steve Estes@ 742-1238.

PERSONALS
YOU ARE NOT A PAIN, YOU ARE AWE SOME!!

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hiring men and
women . Summer & career opportunities
(will train). Excellent Pay plus World Travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean , Etc . CALL
NOW! (206) 736-7000 Ext. 465J (call
refundable)
Phone sales evening positions available ,
flexible workdays, Hourly pay plus bonus.
For details call after 4 pm 431 -1963.
Disabled person in search of personal care
attendant for the summer. Salary $6.25/hr,
28 hours/wk. Job description : assist w/
personal grooming, food shopping , house
cleaning , accessible to students on UNH
campus. Call 868-1986, leave message.

Well reader~. this personal is here to tell
you all about a happy ending to a lost coat
story. To whomever returned the black and
white coat to Sigma Nu the week before .
break - Thank You for your honesty.
Congratulations 1989 Broomball Champs- The Zimmermans- - Rob, Don , Lou,
Mickey, Karen, Wendy , Elizabeth, and
Pamela-- WE DID IT!!!
To the ratpa~k of Tannenbaum 12, Had
a great time with you guys in Breckenridge,
and I learned some swell table manners
from ya. COKE 'N TACO . Love, Pegy
Scaldy - Hope you enjoyed your birthday,
you hideous loser. Here's a helpful hint
to enable you to keep the few friends you
have now: Get some deodorant.

T and~D - HAPPY EASTER
What 's the difference being different? Do
you need support Qr want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ...feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors , Nursing Dept.
862 -3405; Stuart Churchill - Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862 - 1313 ; Marianne For tescue, Student Activities 862 -1524; Susan
Franzosa , Dept . of Education 862-2376;
Em ily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.
Just to set the record straight: B.oat 1 010·
NOT use all its water. Are your lips still
dry?
Umm .. Excuse me.Do you mind if I sleep
on your luggage? -the pure and chased.
Anyone, Anyone, Anyone ... Merrimack. No
Joke Mon. We're still pumped. We love you,
Frank! Love, your crew.
To the Bahamas Blast Crew: We 'll trade
you a twelve pack for a gallon of water.
Love, Boat 1.
FAGS: For true, were you pumped when
you grabbed it like a rabbit? Were you
bummed? Tanked? Love, the Bitches.
Melissa- Sorry I was such a jerk. Thanks
for giving me another chance . And re member this- Hey little girl , I want to be
your boyfriend ..
Hey Copper cheer up' You look gooood!
Come to Alpha Phi Open House .. on
Tuesday, March 28 from 8-10 pm. All are
welcome!
Matt Townsend- Call Kim ASAP -Importantyou know the # - Ed.
Chiquita - PIZZA! PIZZA! PIZZA! Sounds
good huh?
Zilla- have you bought the tix to Elvis yet?
There 's only 300 left chica!! It will be the
ultimate embarassment if we are left out
in the cold opening night! Buy! Buy! Buy!
-China .
Hey Bumper- I had a great break .. .Did you?
Where to next? NEC, Bromley. You name
it and I'm there! Get psyched for next year!
Love ya- Kiki.
ZILLA- have you bought the tix to Elvis
yet? There's only 300 left chica!! It will be
the ultimate embarassment if we are left
out in the cold opening night! Buy! Buy!
Bi.;y! - China.
Hey Sexy! I've been waiting for you to
phone ... Get over to Telecommunications
and pick up your calling code so you can
call me. Then we can really make those
telephone limes hum ....
DIMESAVER SPECIAL-- An authorization code from UNH Telecom! Use it to
make free calls to local, off-campus
numbers from your residence hallway
phones . Costs nothing unless you use it
to make long distance calls. Get one from
the Telecommunications Center (next to
the Barnes and Noble Bookstore).
Make up to $1000 in one week . Student
organizations, fraternities, sororities
needed for one week marketing project
Right on campus. Must be organized and
motivated. Call 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 110.
REM - We have 3 tickets to the REM
Portland Show, April 15, that we would like
to trade for 3 tickets to the Boston or
Worcester show. Call 868-3570.
TYPING- Lowest Prices Available! (We
know, We've checked) . Free Pick up/Delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594.
Pregnant? We may be able to ease the
burden of :his difficult time in your life.
Warm , loving couple wants to adopt
newborn. Paid medical expenses. Call
Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268-5123.
Phone Sales Evening Positions Available,
Flexible workdays, hourly pay & bonus for
details call after 4:00 PM 431 -1963.
$8.40/hr. or commission. Advertising sales.
No experience necessary. We will train .
Work locally. Car recommended . Call Steve
Gorman at (800) 344 -6766 for details &
application. METRO MARKETING GROUP.
Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can , please call us collect at (603) 448 4329.
In the mountain of my being there is a valley
named love and the river of thoughts
running through the stranded space of time
Direction unknown searching for the
beaches of your being to touch your heart
to give the gift of love selflessly

So tar away, miles of tears for the river holds
no boundes looking for what was, for what
it will be calling through the wilderness
of limits
Then I reach your thoughts as ax of time
cuts through our moments as the bird ot
happiness flies over the dimens ionless
sky of love

DEBORAH-SUE - Yes, you DAVIS! Happy
22nd! HOPE IT IS A FUN - FILLED DAY!
LUV, DAWN
CLAPTON - I enjoyed FLORIDA and
watching you shower with SHAMU, Too
bad you had the camera . and next time
look out for ,unzipped tent doors - Mosquitoes are ferocious! Luv, DCA and Figment

For life is filled with warmth and dreams
with happiness. For in my heart, within my
soul you are my endless river of love. My
sister, my friend

Mike, Thanks for sticking by me "through
good runs and bad " 1 You 're the best (and
cutest!) ski instructor around! Love ya! -

Come help Kappa Delta firght child abuse.
Come to our PANCAKE breakfast Sunday
April 2nd . Tickets on sale soon . See any
Kappa Delta for more details!

SN - The look your blue eyes give me when
you hold me tight, is all I will ever need to
believe in your love. And I will always be
with you , for that belief is strong - KA

Merrimack , Merrimack - To Jen, Tracy,
Maureen , Kim , Elizabeth, Sandra , and
Kristen . Are you pumped? What about Capt.
Frank 's buns? And just why did you run
out of water?

To my friend with Purple eyes: After physics,
ecology , calculas & organic we deserve
another night of scented candles and
tropical drinks.

Glori - B, Glori-B - To Sue, Erika, Melissa,
Guy, Pete and Beth . The booze cruisers
who ran out of beer? How ere the sleeping
arrangments?
Pure X'es, Pure X'es - To Chris, Becky,
Raisen, Mark, Will , Andy and Jim. ANCHOR
DRILL! Get it right this time.
Joyous, Joyous - To Dustin, Kris , Neal,
Sadie, Mat, Bill and Heather. What is this
about the scurvy? You need more practice
with the water bombs.
To the 28 who experienced the great sailing
experience to Bimini, " One of lites truly
rarest treasures is friendship, for the value
of friendship cannot be measured." Best
to all - DAD JIM .
Lorianne - You are the best BIG SISTER
in the whole world! I am so lucky! I love
you, babe! Your Iii' sis
Roses are red , violets are blue. oh how
I love my DOOBIE-DO! You're the best!
Kiss, Kiss, HB
WOMEN EXPLORING LEADERSHIP-Build self-esteem and celebrate womanhood on this ROPES COURSE/JOURNAL
WRITING weekend , April 7-9, sponsored
by C.O.L.T. Open to students, faculty and
staff. Sign up at the Outing Club Office in
the MUB. Do it now!
Shanks, Hope we make your 21st birthday
one to remember or at least one you wish
you could remember. Happy Birthday! Joh,
Fred, and Abe
Take the lead! The Washington Center
Internship Program information session
is March 28th McConnell Hall. Room 101
1 -3 pm See you there!
Want to intern in Washington DC next
semester?! Washington Center intern
program info session - March 28th Tuesday
1-3 pm McConnell Hall. Don't Miss out!
Earn 16 credits while spending a semester
in our Nation's Capital! All majors may apply
- Come to the information session on March
28th - McConnell Hall Room 101 from 13 pm or stop by MCC Rm 1 20 for more info.
G & T - How about those trees? Peggy,
Puke, and Giggles
Merrimack, Merrimack, Merrimack, thanks
for making the week in Bimini such a great
time . Get in touch for our reunion . Grab
it like a rabbit. And put away that flashlight!
-Guido
Merrimack, Merrimack, Merrimack, - GloriB, Well all right. Grab it like a rabbit. Bimini
is electric and so are you! Key Kim take
care of those tonsils you fag . Jenn you bitch,
is that a barracuda? Love ya - for true. Dr.
Pete

D.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Now Hiring Men and
Women. Summer & Career Opportunities
(will train) . Excellent Pay Plus World Travel.
Hawaii , Bahamas , Caribbean , Etc . CALL
NOW! (206) 736 - 7000 Ext. 465 J (call
refundable).
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to make $500
- $1000 for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Corine or Jill at 1-800 592-2121 .
FROZEN YOGURT Pistachios.

get some now at

To the Broomball Brothers of Sig Ep. You
guys are awesome! Hey "Dudes", it's been
a blast. "Straw", quadruple overtime! At
least we went out with style. So who wanted
to be on the calendar anyway? Lets
celebrate after Spring Break 1 Love the
Broomball sisters of Phi Mu.
Hey Mo! Saw you at Telecommunications
picking up your new auth code--guess you
haven't forgotten that heartthrob back
home .. .
Frozen Yogurt has finally arrived at Pistachios - try some.
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo.
Summer, Yr. round, All Countries, All fields.
Free info. Write IJC, PO Bx 52- Corona Del
Mar CA 92625.
Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 4484329.
Depression can be lonely. Call Cool-Aid
evenings from 3 pm to midnight. Hotline
862-2293. Tapeline 862-3554.
To the 28 Card Rats (you know who you
are)!! We miss you . We love ya tons, Kate
and Kristen
Paula Lovinski "On the spot!" What's next!
Hustlers Beaver Hunt? I'll take the pictures,
my little sex dwarf? luv P-bear
If you've lost the will to live and need a
caring ear, call Cool Aid 862-2293
FROZEN YOGURT Pistachios

get some now at

TYPING - Lowest prices available! (We ·
know, we ' ve checked) . Free pickup/delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594.
SUMMER JOBS...$8.40/hr or commission.
Advertising sales. No experience necessary . We will train . Work olcally . Car
recommended. Call Steve Gorman at (800)
344-6766 for details and application .
METRO MARKETING GROUP
To the Reef Crew: Had a great time in the
sun with you all. Wish we were still there'
Donna

Grab 1: I missed you!' The last few weeks
have surpassed my expectation . Enjoying
each day, eagerly looking forward for the
next. You really mean a lot to me. Love
ya ...Crab!

1 year membership to Gold 's Gym, Dover.
Was $430 .00, now $300 .00 (nego) . Call
Holly, 868-5734

Chip 'n Dale , Thanks for making our
Thursday night party unforgettable - you
guys were awesome! Love, the girls who
can 't get engough

SERVfCES

Tigger, Does every rose have to have its
thorn?? There doesn 't have to be an infinite
road between us ...

Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll . Jason : 742 - 1858, Doug : 743 3505.
'

Booboo - Remember the three things to
live by :"Happiness", Friends, and Today!
It makes me happy to know that I can make
you sm ile without even being there! Kristin
Keith, Next time I want to be #1 on your
most wanted lit. I'm hurt' The Goddess
Devine 4th - Thanks for the "present " But who are you? Red Carpet
Men call Cool-Aid twice as often as women .
Why do you think that is??

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports , etc . Experienced ,
efficient, reasonalbe rates, quick-return .
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
SKATE SHARPENING. X-C SKI RENTAL.
Durham Bike 868-5634
TYPING - Lowest prices available! (We
know , we ' ve checked) . Free pickup/delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594.
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TYPING/WOR D PROCESSING, professional quality, reasonalbe rates. Spelling
a~curacy included. Call 742-2037, Dover.
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TAE KWON-DO. the art of self-defense.
For more information call Hwang's Tae
Kwon-Do at 743-6500

Letters

T'
LE
The Smart

DID YOU KNOW?
• You can stay in a bungalow in Haifa,
Israel for $7.50 a night-with breakfast!
• One of the friendliest B& B's in Scotland
only costs £4.25 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin

Way to See
More and

Spend Less

Whether you're crossing the USA, touring
• There are untouristed, unspoiled
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
the most fascinating sites and get the
most popular resorts
most from your dollar with today's bestselling budget travel series. LET'S GO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from .___ _ _ _--al_BIII
the clutter and crowds" (!Jouston Post).

"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive." -Los Angeles Times
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA• Europe • Medco • Britain I Ireland
• France• Italy• Greece • Israel I Egypt
• Spain, Portugal I Morocco • California I

Hawaii • Pacific Northwest, Western Canada
IAlaska
$11.9S each (USA and Europe, $12.95 each)

St MARTIN'S PRE~

,, No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

- Dorm XII
To the Editor:
Dear Ms. Cleveland,
We are concerned about President Haaland's decision to build
a 600 unit housing complex on site
5. As alumnae of the College of Life
Science and Agriculture , we rec?gnize the importance of preservmg the few remaining undeveloped
acres on campus. For hundreds of
students, this land represents a
sanctuary away from the pressures
of academic life. Many of the
University' s students come from
cities and have rarely had the
opportunit y ta experience the
freedom and peace this land represents.
For those of us whose core
curriculum revolved around the
agricultural sciences, this tract of
land was critical to our education.
There we learned teamwork, made
business decisions and gained valuable organization al skills.
We selected the University because the Animal Science program
was located ON CAMPUS and was
easily accessable. In particular, we
believe the Equine program will
cease to exist if it is moved offcampus. The hours that are already
devoted by conscientio us undergraduates would, at the very least,
be doubled if the students are forced
to travel. It will no longer be feasible
to take "hands on" lab classes and
as a result, participatio n will dwin~
.
dle.
. We are afraid that the University
is losing sight of it's original
mandate: the developme nt and
teaching of Agricultura l .Science.
No one individual should have the
right to so drastically alter the
foundation and future of this University. That is a decision that
belongs to all of us. As alumna, we
believe the choice of the Resevoir
Field as the site for the new housing
complex to be unconscionable. We
ask you to consider the alternate
sites proposed by the ad hoc committee, ,and we ask that President
Haaland abide by this committee's
recommendations.
Thank you, •in advance, for your
support on this important issue.
Sincerely,
Betsy Runstein-M orris
Regional Manager, WLR Foods
Carol D. Markowitz
Manager, Market Research Infusaid

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
had ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
Af&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than vou
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach

out and touch someone~
If \'OU 'd like to know more
ab.out AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800222-0300.

--

-AT&T
-

The right choice.

Dorm XIII
To the Editor:
As a student parent, I must
express my concern over the selection of the reservior site west of
A lot as the site for a 600-bed
dormitory complex. UNH has the
best Animal Sciences facilities in
the Northeast. I_t was the primary
_reason we chose UNH as the college
my daughter would attend.
I realize that the university is
expanding in a fixed campus size,
however, the Animal Sciences
facilities, and in particular, the
equestrian course, is a prize that
should be valued and preserved. I
do not pretend to know all the issues
at stake here, evidently no-one does,
but I would bet the Ad Hoc Committee would have a good idea of
most of them. It isobvious to me
that it is time to make a master plan
to coordinate the growth of the
university so that it will make the
best use of its land on a long term
basis.
Such a plan would not please
everyone for sure, but should
include inputs from everyone and.
an honest treatment of those inputs.
For now, I am dead set against
developing the reservoir site west
of A lot. I do not believe it is in the
best long term interest of the
university- or even in the short term
interest. I do not believe the Ad Hoc
Committee 's input got honest
treatment. There have been no
worthwhile , logical reasons or
explanations for going against their
recommend ations. It seems they
were just ignored.
Sincerely,
Ed Powers
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HOUSIN G DEPOSITS DUE

001

PAYTOTHE

ORDER 0 1

-~- •_of_~--~----- 1$200.001

--~-W,O;_c_~
__

•

anJ_00_/1_00_-____ _ _

•

DOLLARS

HOUSING DEPOSIT

·---·---·-·------·-•--;

ALL ELIGIBLE STUDENTS PLANNIN G TO LIVE
ON CAMPUS FOR THE 1989-90 ACADEMI C YEAR
MUST PAY THEIR $200 HOUSING DEPOSIT AND
SIGN THEIR AGREEMENT CARD ON THURSDAY,
MARCH 23, FRIDAY, MARCH 24, OR MONDAY,
MARCH 27.
THE DEPOSIT PROCESS WILL BE HELD AT
. THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED IN STOKE
HALL, MAIN LOUNGE.

WATCH FOR OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS
Monday
~ Tuesday
Smal~ Cheese $2.00 ~ Large Cheese $4.00
"e.JJ '1H f(,M Ouu Jt Wdl ?>e 7..,A-4 WUA ((o,, .Ac.cilt''

~~---------~~g
For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224'

•************************************************

ISTUDENT

SENATE

Submitted By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name and Address of Nominee: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Award for Which You Are Nominating Him/Her: _ __

AWARDS I

~ JERE A. CHASE SERVICE AWARD:
"To honor the graduating Senior who
has displayed outsta.ndin g student
service t,o the University."

*

THE HOOD ACBEIVEMENT PRIZE:

*

THE UNIVERSITY WOMEN'S AWUD:

"To honor the Senior man who as shown
the greatest potential through character,
scholarship, leadership and usefulness."

''To honor the Senior women who have
proven their value to the student body
through scholarship , self help, leadership and loyalty."

Return by: March 25, 1989
To: Steve Roderick
Student Awards Committee
Student Senate Office
Room 130, MUB

:a1•._:: ,-, •,~

.

AWARDS

His/Her Qualificatio ns(if known, please include gpa):

.... ,,.,,,~ t,:....

From 5:00pm to Close
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• Spring Specials •

•

• Sculpture Nails

$4000

(nail tips & overlay

••• • Shampoo, Cut & Blow Dry $1200 with Stephannie)
• • Perms
$3500
$2500
••• • Colors
a month, no extra
00
$50
•• • Tan
hidden cost
•••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••

♦

Gale goes to Red Sox
By William Juris
After spending last season
as UNH's pitching coach, Rich
Gale caught the eye of the Red
Sox organization and has accepted a coaching position with their
Double A farm team New Britain.
Gale started his baseball
career with the Wildcats. He
left UNH before his senior year
to pitch in the Cape Cod League.
Eventually, he paved a road to
the major leagues, where he got
the opportunity to pitch for such
teams as the Boston Red Sox
and the Kansas City Royals.
While with the Royals, Gale
got the chance to live every little
leaguers dream by pitching in
a World Series game. On top
of that noteworthy distinction
he also became the first pitcher
in history to pitch in a United
States and Japanese World
Series game.
When asked why he returned
to UNH to take over the pitching coach position, Gale replied,
"I wanted to finish my degree
and have the opportunity to
work with Coach Conner again,
who I deeply admire and respect.
We both share the same philosophies and he is also a great
personal friend of mine."
Growing up in Littleton NH,
Gale excelled in three sports ,
football, basketball and baseball.
He had college recruiters foaming at the mouth when it came
time for him to make a college
decision. His height and athletic
ability got him division one
basketball scholarships offers
by such schools as Florida State
and Tennessee. Gale was even

offered the opportunity to sign
with the Montreal Expos baseball team right out of high
school. He turned them all down
though, and headed toward
Durham, where he could play
both basketball and baseball.
Bad ankles led him to the
decision to sit out his junior
basketball season to rest them
for baseball. Why baseball over
basketball? "I knew I would only
be an average New England
basketball player," replies Gale.
Standing 6 feet 7 inches and
featuring a blistering fastball,
he was an intimidating pitcher
for the opposing collegiate
hitters.
Gale, who still holds the
UNH single game strike out
record with 17, was drafted by
the Kansas City Royals in the
fifth round of the major league
.
draft.
Early in the '78 season he was
promoted to the Kansas City
Royals major league club where
he pitched to a 14-8 record. He
also hurled one hitter over
Texas. His 3.09 ERA, 11th best
in the American League, earned
him Sporting News A.L. Rookie
of the Year.
When asked what about his
most memorable moment, Gale
replied "I have a few. My first
win in '78 where I combined for
a shutout against the Brewers
and my third big league game
also comes to mind when I
pitched a 2-hitter against the
Red Sox. I got Y az to pop out
for the final out. I still have a
picture of myself jumping off
the mound."
Gale's big year in the majors

came in the '80 season where
he was a key factor in the Royals
drive to the American League
Championship . He won 12
games in a row as a starting
pitcher from mid-May to midAugust. The season. ended with
a disappointing loss to the
Phillies in the World Series.
After spending some time
with the San Francisco Giants
and Cincinnati Reds, the Red
Sox bought out his contract and
he returned to New England to
pitch for the Sox in '84. He
finished his career with the Red
Sox.
After coaching Gale would
like to put his Wiidlife and
Fisheries degree to work by
buying some land to manage and
raise horses for his kids. He
considers himself an outdoorsman and has no aspirations at
all for living in a big city
someday.
UNH baseball coach Ted
Conner described Gale as a
player who got the most out of
his athletic ability. "He had to
work exceptionally hard," says
Coach Conner, "because he also
played basketball which put him
behind in training with the rest
of the team" When asked if he
would be missed, Coach Conner
replied, "No doubt about it! He
worked so well with the players
and pitchers, but we are thankful
just to have had him for that
one year."
Gale has been highly successful in baseball and life. It's now
his turn to transfer his knowledge and expertise to the future
stars of the game.

GRADUATE

NURSES

If ypu 1ove co11eg_e_r11e,
make a career ol 1L

♦
Nt:w England Medic1I Ct:ntt:r
i:-. committed to the prokssional (.kvdopment of our
nursc.:s . llt:rt' you will find a
,·arit:ty of spt:cialty an:as in
adult and pt·diatrics that pro\'idt: you with tht: opportunitin to dt'vdop vour nursing
skills in tht: art:as of your
choict:. During your six wt:ek
orientation . you will ht: supported in mt.-cting your ohject i\Ts by a prect:ptor and
during your first yt:ar you
will participatt: in patient cart'
conkn-nn·s . workshops .
seminars aml managemt:nt
training. ,\s you gain primary
nursing expnit.·11ee. you will
han· an opportunity to join
a collaborati\'e practi<.T and
work with a physida_n and
ambulatory nurst.·s to coordinatt.· the care of your patients through an entire
episode of illness. We are
conunittt·d to your success .
Join our staff ai1d practict' in
·an autonomous en\'ironment
that fostt.·rs your prokssional growth .

I

11

♦
Salary with
rotation
$32,219

♦

In addition to ofkring ont' of tht' highest salary sd1nluks in tht.· art.·a.
our progressin· benefits package includt:s t·ontinui!1g nlucation
providing CEl l's. gt:nerous tuition rt:'imhurst:~cnt. tkxtl?k scheduks
including 12-hour shifts. and participatory tt~e plannmg: Wt.· havt:
a parking garJgt:' on-site and the convenience of an OrJngt: Lme T-stop.
t'or additional information about these opp.o rtunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 617-956-5575. 750 Washtngton
Street, Box 465, Boston, MA 02111. An equal opportunity employer.

Boston-Bouve College, at Northeastern University
in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massachusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the
area of student personnel services in higher education. By stressing both counseling and administrative
skills, the program trains you to effectively provide
students with vital support services. Two concentrations are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING.
The coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year offull-time study or
on a part-time basis. Many of the full-time students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are
related to the program and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a stipend. Some of the
·
assistantships also include free room anrl board.
For more information call (617) 437-2708, or write
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

C

~

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity taffirmativt'
action university.
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Wo ods men cho p foes
By Chad Matthews
In the deep woods of northern
Maine, one of UNH's unheralded teams competed shortly
before spring break. The woodsmen team, a club sport at UNH,
sent men's and women's teams
to compete against eight other
universities.
The woodsmen team? Yes,
the woodsmen team. It is comprised of six people who compete in different events using
the old-time skills of the woods.
Roughly 30 events may be
used in the meets, but usually
only 10 to 15 are used at a
specific meet. "The events range
from the two-person cross-cut
to tobacco spitting," Coach Matt
Chagnon said. "The home team
gets to choose the events and
the rules ... the competition is
not controlled by the NCAA
(the governing body of varsity
intercollegiate athletics)."
Because there are so few
meets, most of the regions'
schools compete at once. That
weekend's meet consisted of
teams from nine schools from
Canada and the United States.
Seven women's teams and -13
men's teams were at the contest.
The UNH teams d-id extremely well with the women
finishing in second place and
the men in fourth overall. "I
think that we did well. This time
there were the big gun teams
from Canada... there was more
competition this year," Chagnon
said.
The men's competition was
won by the University of New
Brunswick and the women's by
the Nova Scotia Agricultura l

The woodsmen team cut through the competition in recent
action at the University of Maine. (Matt Chagnon photo)

.Wildcat Update
' i_ .

By Mike Stinson
It has been three long weeks
since the last issue of The New
Hampshire and many of UNHs'
athletic teams have seen action
during this interval. To recap
just a few of the Wildcats' highs
and lows ...

*****
The men's hockey team
dropped a heartbreakin g game
in overtime to Northeaste rn
University in the opening round
of the Hockey East Playoffs. The
'Cats put up a great fight which
included a dramatic David Aiken
goal with only 35 seconds left
to send the game into the extra
stanza. UNH controlled much
of the action in overtime, but
a Huskie follow-up goal on a
shot off the crossbar just over
four minutes into the extra
session ended the Wildcat's
season.

*****
The season came to a close
on a familiar note for the men's
basketball team. UNH was
stopped by Colgate 74-65, giving
the 'Cats a final record of 4-22
(3-14 in North Atlantic Co~ference play) and no bid to the
NAC tournament. The close of
the season also left the Wildcats
without a coach as Gerry Friel
announced his resignation (see
related story).

*****
· The men's track team saw

much action in recent weeks.
UNH sent four athletes to the
IC4A Championsh ips and all
performed well. Randy Hall
highlighted the 'Cats day with
a time of 4: 18.00 in the finals
of the mile, good enough for
ninth place. Darryl Covell also
placed ninth in his event, the
800-meter run, but missed qualifying for the finals by a scant
.04 of a second. Barney Barromeo saw action in two events
for the 'Cats, making the semifinals of the 50-meter dash and
finishing · 12th in the 200-meter
run. David Weisser earned a
ninth place finish in the shot
put to round things out for the
'Cats.

stared, "We practice when we
can ... like after class some of us
will get together and practice
certain events. It's a pretty loose
schedule."
Coach Chagnon's door is
always open for interested parties. "We're always looking for
more people interested in the
. team," said Chagnon.
The season runs from the first
weekend in October to the final
weekend of April. The schedule
has six meets throughout the
year with the last meet being
the most important one. That
event attracts the most teams
from the New E_ngland/Canada
region.
Coach Chagnon stressed that
there are no 'individuals' on the
woodsmen team. The team is
a true team and everybody relies
on each other to help the team.
Chagnon even goes so far as to
not name a permanent team
captain. The captain is a floating
position that rotates with each
meet. Unity is the name of the
game.
If one walks through the field
house and gazes at the trophy
case, the onlooker might be
startled by the number of trophies that the woodsmen teams
have won for the University of
New Hampshire. This "club"
has the best of both worlds: they
play to have fun and they are
also good at what they do.
Despite the fact that Coach
Chagnon feels his team does not
really need the recognition, he
still feels the attention is nice.
After glancing at all their
awards, it is clear that they do
indeed deserve whatever recognition they receive.

*****
Karen Wenmark continued
to represent the Wildcats well
as she was the sole Lady Wildcat
to attend the ECAC championships. The UNH weight thrower placed fourth overall with
a throw of 50-4 1/2.

*****

The UNH men's volleyball
team went into spring break on
a high note after taking victories
over Salem State and Atlantic
Union College. Both matches
were straight set victories with
the highlight coming on the last
game of the night, a 15-0
whitewash of Salem State. The
team resumes action with a trimatch at home on April 1.

■WRESTLERS• (continued f_rom page 40)

The outcome was an 8-3 decision for the Iowan. Though
Caracci lost the final match of
his illustrous career, he was
happy with the way he wrestled.
"I wrestled -really well in the
second m_atch," the 118 pounder
stated. "I felt quicker in that
one."
Perkins was not as fortunate
as his teammate. Price lost to
Iowa's John Heffernan, thus
eliminating Perkins from the
tournament . Even though he

Culiege.
The Maine meet consisted of
13 events. The events included
the two-person cross-cut, the
bucksaw, the horizontal chop,
the vertical chop, wood splitting, the Super Swede saw and
the axe-throw.
The event in which UNH did
the best was the Super Swede
saw event. In this contest, one
team member has to cut a piece
of wood into six different sections as quickly as possible. Both
the men's and the women's
teams won the event.
For winning an "event" a
team is awarded 100 points. The
other teams win points, but
their point totals depend on how
well they did in comparison to
the winner. For example, if it
takes U NH twice as long as
team B to finish an event, team
B would get 100 points and
UNH would get 50. The overall
winner is the team that has the
highest point total of all the
events combined. Chagnon said,
"Usually the rules vary but are
fair... it is generally friendly
competition."
At the Maine contest, the
women won four events and
came in second three times. The
men won once, had one second
and had four third-place finishes.
Considering the competition
and the fact that this is a club
team (i.e. they must provide
their own funds for almost
everything) those results were
remarkable.
The team works on a pretty
flexible basis. Tom Brule, a
member .of the men's team,

wrestled only once out west,
Perkins was pleased with the
opportunity.
"Ir was fun, a great experience," Perkins commented.
"Winning the New England's
was the highlight of my career
and coming out here just topped
it all off."
Carcci's final career record
will go down in the books at 11032-1. He holds the record for
all rime wins at UNH, while
Perkins finished his career with
a 44-27-2 mark.

The celebrating is over for the 'Cats after a disappointi ng overtime loss to Northeaster n I
in the first round of the Hockey East Championship. (Tony Cafaro photo)
'
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Men's Minor Basketball

,

]. Engelhardt Team 2
2. 0. C. Snap Kings
3. Marshall's Team
·
4. Hubbard High/light Film
5. Hunter Hall Masons

Rec Sports

Women's Minor B-ball
1. Delta Zeta
2. UAC Complex
3. Gibbs S.P.O.L.O.

Men's Major Basketball Women's Major B-ball

1. Posse In Effect
2. Lord Hall Zone Busters
3. 0. C. Marauders

1. UAC Double Dribbl-e
2. Randall Deepens
3. 0. C. Hoopsters

Final.·Students _ Men
Justin Ayer - 600 laps
Final.·Students - Women
Brooke Peterson - 1057 laps
·
(new record)

Swim Marathon
Final.·Men's Team
Kappa Sigma - B0.7 points
Final.·Women's Team
Hitchcock Hall - 63.5 points

lnnertube Waterpolog
Semi-finalists ·
Acacia
Stoke Wet Dreams
Pike
Delta Chi Harpoons
Floaters
Wet Willeys
Mud Darts
Wombats
Faculty/Staff - Men
Randy Schroeder - 1347 laps
Facutly/Staff - Women
Lorrie Buchanan_ 511 laps
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Sports
Ge rry Friel res ign s; tak es new pos itio n
is the best way I can help the
By George H. Elder
After another long season, University ." When asked if he
UNH basketball mentor Jerry . would ever get back into coachFriel can finally smile again . ing Friel replied, 'Tve been
Friel' s two year struggle to contacted about other coaching
maintain his position at UNH jobs, but I'm staying here to
has resulted in a unique and finish the new job I started. I
farsighted compromi se. On love the University and this is
Thursday, March 9, _Friel in- the best way for me to help it
formed President Haaland that and to be happy also."
Stories with happy endings
he would resign as the men's
basketball coach and accept the are rare when it comes to head
position of Director for Uni- coaches losing their jobs. This
is espee:ially true when the
versity Athletic Relations.
Friel will now be working controve rsy involved has
reached such frenetic proporwith Joe Phelan and Rob Hare
tions that half the country is
in the Alumni Off ice. His new
of the issues involved.
cognizant
anyduties will include doing
thing and everythin g to pro- In Friel's case, the issue was
winning verses academics .
mote UNH's men's and womSports Illustrated, ABC Sunday
en's athletic programs on both
News, USA Today, and numera local and national level. Friel
ous other purveyors of mass
will be working with the alumni
communic ation had all become
and friends of UNH to improve
aware of Friel's predicamen t.
the fiscal welfare of an athletic
Friel's story first drew naprogram that is very short of
tional attention when he refused
funds. He will be putting in a
to step down after a number of
lot of roadwork and making
losing seasons. In the last three
many speeches over the coming
years his teams have only avyears.
eraged a meager four wins per
coaching,
Friel said, "I loved
but at this point in time, this season versus an average of over

too small to go very far in search
of talent, and the available
facilities were not up to what
most highly recruited players
are used to seeing. Friel thus
had the worst of both worlds,
and his overall record suffered
accordingly.
He concentrat ed on the academic as peer of his players'
careers. If nothing else, Friel
was determine d to make sure
his athletes had a future after
their playing days were over.
Graduating senior guard Derek
Counts said, "Coach Friel really
did care a lot about our academic
welfare. He did all he could to
make sure we graduated. "
When Friel's job was placed
on the line his ·players rallied
around their beleaguere d mentor. "He's a nice' guy, and a very
honest one," said sophomor e
Tim Lewis. The pressure Friel
was under was obvious to his
players. Derek Counts said, "He
hated losing, but we didn't have
the financial support or facilities
to make great players want to
come to UNH."
Friel will still keep in touch

twenty losses.
On the other side of the
equation, Friel had graduated
roughly two thirds of all basketball players who came to
UNH as freshmen, which was
twice the national average.
For years Friel had struggled
in an environm ent of limited
financial resources a-nd available
talent. His recruiting budget was

with the basketball team, but
his new duties involve all sports,
and not just one program. He
said, "I'll be an ambassado r of
good will. It is important that
we promote all our sports
programs, and I'm committed
to that job." Friel is primarily
concerned with letting people
know UNH has a very good
athletic program that could
become a great one with the
proper amount of financial and
public support.
The entire UNH coaching
staff was very concerned about
Friel' s future welfare until his
recent decision to accept his new
duties. Track Coach Jim Boulanger said, "He's a g reat guy,
and.I'm very happy everything
has worked out for him." Boulanger's sentiments were echoed
by many other coaches from
both the men's and women's
athletic programs. Phil Estes,
offensive line coach for the
footbaJJ ream, summed it up the
best when he said, "Sometimes
stories have good endings, and
I'm just glad that this situation
has worked itself out in everyone's best interest."

Gy mn ast s pla ce
2n da tE CA Cs
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Despite some problems on the balance beam, the UNH gymanstic s team managed to take
.
second place at the ECAC champions hips. (Tony Cafaro photo)

Ma t me n go to NC AA s
By Kevin Connelly
The 1989 NCAA Championships took place in Oklahoma
City over spring break. The
Oklahoma Sooners won the
national title before their home
crowd. Not Billy Tubbs and the
basketball Sooners, but the
Oklahoma wrestling team.
UNH seniors Mike Caracci
and Mark Perkins were there
to witness the crowning first
hand. Caracci earned a spot in
the NCAAs by winning the New
England title in the 118 pound
weight class, while Perkins
gained his spot by taking the
167 pound New England title.

The two Wildcat seniors
wrestled last Thursday. Caracci
was paired with Arizona State's
Zeke Jones. Jones prevailed in
the match by a score of 12-2.
"I felt a little slow in that first
match, kind of sluggish," Caracci
said.
When it was time for the 167
pound weight class, Perkins
entered the circle with
Wisconsin- Parkside's Ted Price.
A takedown by Price late in the
match gave the Wisconsin senior a 3-1 lead. A reversal by
Perkins with 20 seconds left cut
the· defecit to one. As the
Wildcat wrestler scrapped for

a quick point he suffered another takedown to lose 5-2.
"I could have actually won the
match," Perkins said. "I gave
up a late take down and I had
to hurry to get the points back."
For both wrestlers it was
watch and wait time. The had
to root for for the foes who had
just defeated them to each win
their next match.
Caracci moved into the next
round when Jones defeated
Iowa's Steve Martin. Trying to
overcome his sluggish start,
Caracci squared off with Martin.

WRESTLERS p.39

By Liisa Reimann
While many UNH students
were basking lazily in warmer
climates, the gymnastic s team
continued their rigorous schedule of training and competing
throughout spring break.
Taking a road trip to Towson
State University to compete
against five other teams in the
ECAC Champions hip on March
17th, the Wildcats were narrowly defeated by Towson State,
184.70-182 .55, but still placed
second. The beat such foes as
William and Mary, Nortl-Jeastern University , the University
of Pittsburgh , and the U niversity of Vermont.
Despite a few faults on the
balance beam, Coach Gail Goodspeed was pleased with the 'Cats
performan ce . According to
Goodspeed, Patty Converse and
Kelly Marks both had very
strong routines, Converse
placed second with a high 9.50.
Susie Quinlan also had a strong
routine but scored a low 8.90,
which Goodspeed felt "wasn't
what it should have been."
Jennifer Bendett of Northeastern University won the
vault with a 9.50, while Lori
Brady's pike double front vault
earned a 9.40 and earned her
a second place tie with Pittsburgh's Jen Butkovich.
On the uneven parallel bars,
Towson State took first and .•
second place, while Brady
nudged into third place with a
career best score of 9.45.
The floor exercise was
UNH's strongest event in the

Inside:

champion ship, with all rhe
Wildcats scored above 9.0. Susie
Quinlan, the sole gymnast perfor ming a back layout with a
triple-full twis~ tied for second
place with a career best of 9.45.
Dina Peterson also scored high,
using a front layout with a full
twist to upgrade her performance.
Brady, Converse, and Quinlan
performed strongly enough to
make the All-Conference Team.
Brady, who was "pretty excited"
by making the team, was nevertheless a little disappointe d with
her performan ce on the balance
beam. She had hoped to raise
her all-around score on the
beam.
UNH is looking forward to
competing in the NCAA Northeast Regional Champion ship
on April 1st. "We're sitting in
the final round ... third behind
Ohio and Penn State," said
Goodspee d, adding that although Temple University is
in a position to move the 'Cats
from third to fourth place, UNH
is "still in a good situation."
"If we all hit, we have a pretty
good chance of beating Penn
State and at least placing second," said Brady, showing a
touch of the same confidence
that has made her a standout
performer this season.
Should the UNH Wildcats,
·who currently have a 10-9
season record, win the Regional
Champion ship, they will go on
to the National Champion ship
on April 14th. "It's a long shot,
· but anything can happen," said
an optomistic Goodspeed.

Rich Gale leaves UNH

